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Rev. Larry Gilmore
Speaker At Fulton

Hubbard Urges Creation
Of Airport Near Murray
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Nation's Labor Problems
Addition
on
i Addti
W
With
Railro
i ad Strike Today

Rev. Larry Gilmore of Murra:,
will be the guest speaker at th.
of th,
associational m
meeting
Woman's Missionary Union 0.
Fulton County to be held at th.
First Baptist Church, Fulton, o•
Monday, July
uly 19.
The Murray minister served a,0
interim minister of the Bardwell '
Church the past year, but
Is now, with his wife, the former
Linda Harris of Murray, serving
as ministers for the Jonathan
Creek Baptist Asembly.
Rev. Gilmore, a graduate o
Georgetown College, served as a
missionary to Vietnam in the
summer of 1969, and will show
slides of his work there at the
meeting at 7:30 p.m. Monday.

•
a
By M. C. Garrott
west Kentucky and Tennessee
The creation of a new cities was urged Thursday by
commercial airport to serve nine State Senator Carroll Hubbard
D., Mayfield) in an address
before the Murray Rotary Club.
The airport, Senator Hubbard
said, would serve Murray,
Mayfield, Fulton and Hickman in
Kentucky and Union City, Paris,
Tiptonville,
Martin and
McKenzie in Tennessee, from a
location near Palmersville,
Tenn., or Tr -City, Ky.
"The combined population of
Dr. Jack Bennett
icor a change this morning we got these areas would provide plenty
a well scrambled egg, one of population to justify serious
sausage and two nice slices of consideration by both the federal
The nation's labor problems denied union responsibility.
tomatoe. We've been eating too government and the states of
mushroomed today when United Following reported acts of
much for breakfast and we're Kentucky and Tennessee for a
Transportation Union members vandalism in Illinois resulting
going to cut down on it.
walked off their jobs with the in $100,000 in damages Thurscommercial airport to serve
Southern and Union Pacific day, CWA District 5 Vice
these cities„" he said.
A person really should eat a light Such a move, he asserted, The summer 'revival services
railroads.
President Ray Stevens called a
breakfast, a light supper and a would be beneficial in attracting will be held at the Hazel Baptist
A 12-hour bargaining session in news conference in Chicago and
good lunch.
Washington failed to produce an said any reports of violence or
new industry to West Kentucky, Church starting Sunday, July 18,
agreement in a work-rules sabotage on the part of CWA
an area whose efforts to attract and continuing through Sunday, Word has been received of the
death of Mrs. Harmon Kemp, the
We are printing some pictures new industry often have been th- July 25.
dispute.
members were "completely
today of the storm which hit warted because of limited or
Dr. Jack Bennett, pastor of the former Maurine Crouse o
The railroad strikes were false."
Calloway and neighboring Henry inadequate transportation First Baptist Church, Bryon, Calloway County, who died this
expected to add some 30,000 "We do not condone violence
County. Lance King and Bill facilities.
Ohio, will be the evangelist for morning at her home at 1208 Wes
umemployed to the labor scene, and vandalism," he said.
Greer took the pictures of the Then turning his attention to the services to be held at 10:30 37th Place, Hobart, Ind.
which is already suffering from
Illinois Bell Telephone Co.
Mrs. Kemp, age 54, passed
damage caused by the summer another need, the senator said, a.m. and 7:30 p.m. daily.
strikes by half a million com- said it was cutting off talks
storm. The storm did some "But I am sure you will agree
munications workers and tens of with a union of telephone
The public is invited to attend away after an extended illness.
damage in Calloway, but ap- that before we are forced to fly the services, according to a She was a member of the Calvary
thousands of employes in the electrical workers because of
Baptist Church, Gary, Ind. She
parently not a greal deal, except out of here, we should be able to church spokesmen.
copper, shipping, telegraph and the "vicious and insane" acts of
was born December 22, 1916, in
to some tobacco. The brunt of the drive out," citing the needs for
farm eqiiipment manufacturing violence. A company spokesCalloway County and her parents
storm passed to our west, then the four-laning of U.S. 641 betIndustries.
man said large areas of Lake
were the late Zelner B. Crouse
apparently continued in a ween Murray and Benton,U.S. 45
Despite the strikes on the two County had been cut off from
and Lillie E. Taylor Crouse. She
southeasterly direction hitting between Mayfield and Paducah
railroads, union-management telephone service because of
had resided in Hobart for the past&
Lynnville, Puryear, Whitlock, and Highway 51 from Wickliffe to
officials scheduled further talks cut cables and burned out
thirty years.
then east of Paris. No one seems Fulton.
later in the day.
junction boxes. The company
Survivors are her husband,
to know whether it was a tornado "It is high time the people in
Southern railroad was the first also reported the firebombing
.,!fr
116 4
i•••.Harmon Kemp of Hobart, Ind.;
that touched down or just a high West Kentucky rose up and and
to be struck at 6 a.m. followed by of a telephone company garage
'0•1,
a
two daughters, Mrs. Joe
wind. We suspect it was a high, demanded that these highways
a 7 a.m. strike against Union in Elgin, Ill.
(Patricia) Waddell of Hobart,
gusty wind since tornadoes travel be built," he said, emphasizing
TV WINNER AT FAIR—Lyle Pridemore, left, was the proud Pacific. UTU members in
The New York Telephone Co.
Ind., and Mrs. Paul (Charlotte) winner of the color television set given away at the Calloway Chicago respected an injunction
from the southwest to the nor- that this was not the fault of the
Westchester County reported
in
Murray
the
League
of
The Colt
Jakovac of Gary, Incl.; two sons, County Fair last night. Shown with Pridemore are Marilyn preventing a strike against the
Least.
present administration any more
Thursday night that 3,200
Baseball Association is com- Jerry and Gene Kemp, both of Simons, this year's
Fair Queen, and Gedric Paschall, a member Chicago North Western railroad, customers in the lower portion
than it was the fault of the past
the Hobart, Ind.; four brothers. of the Jaycees,
pleting plans to host
The rains we got will mean several administrations.
one of the original strike targets of the county were without
sponsors of the fair.
towards
playoffs
Divisional
Austelle Crouse of Murray Route
several thousands dollars to "Isn't it a shame that Murray,
of the union.
Photo
by
Tubbs
Studio
service most of the day because
champion
selecting a national
in One, Maurice Crouse and Z. B
farmers of the area.
The chief issue in negotiations 15 cables were cut.
the fastest-growing city in
15 and 16 year old age Crouse of Murray Route Two.
the
has been the union's refusal to
Western Kentucky, is hanFifteen cables also were
and Laverne Crouse of Murray
According to the authorities. May dicapped by not having any four- bracket.
agree to work rule 7 anges, which reported slashed in the Los
the
was named In honor of Maio, the lane highways leaning into thief's
Route Five; five grandchfldreu
th
ine
er
r
ie
t
y
s
to
e/4'm
ill advance
nceto Funeral services will be held
Roman goddess of increase and city?" he asked.
sa
an4
d wuQuidnnecesaboshal4
.111 area.
"4 A Pacific
TeleFainulag6
The annual Vacation Bible costs. The railroads said they Valley
one of the prettiest goddesses on Re-elected to the Kentucky the International Series to be Monday at three p.m. at the Rees
phone Co. spokesman said 1,500
School
will
be
held
at
the
Kirksey
Mt. Olympus. Mats was the Senate in May for his second held in Lafayette, Indiana.
Funeral Home,Hobart,Ind., with
would put the new work rules into
Murray will draw a bye in the Rev. William Patterson ofBaptist Church from Monday. effect as soon as the strike began customers were affected.
mother of Hermes. Hermes' term, the young Mayfield atSouth Central Bell Telephone
South
Region
playoffs
and ficiating. Burial will be in the
July 19 through Friday July 23. and institute mass firings of
father was Zeus who seduced torney also had a few choice
Classes will be held daily from employes and tremendous pay Co. officials in Tennessee said a
Main by turning himself into a words to say about the need for a automatically advance to the Grayson Cemetery in Valpariso,
single cable near Nashville
1:30 to 3:30 p.m. with Rev. David cuts.
rainshower. At least, that's what close look at Kentucky's welfare Divisional playoffs by hosting the Ind.Friends may call at the Rees
carrying
100 cable pairs was
tournament.
Brasher, pastor of the church, as In the 3-day old telephone
she told her parents.
Funeral Home after seven p
program.
PARIS, Tenn. (UPI)—Officials the school principal.
severed. "apparently with an
—James Dent,Gazette We are making it a popular Murray's Divisional Tour- on Saturday.
strike
by,
communication
in Henry County are working to All persons in
the community workers, Bell System officials
thing for people not to work by nament will be a four team,
restore electricity and telephone are urged to attend,
Michigan and Indiana were
double
elimination
playoff
and
Rev. Brasher have leveled charges of sabotage
One of the prettiest sights we rewarding them with a governservice and to open roads closed said.
among other states reporting
have seen lately is a large park in ment check when they choose not will be held on August 12 thru 15.
and
vandalism
to
company
by what the National Weather
The three teams coming to
Philadelphia
SALT MINE AS DUMP
which
his to work even though they are
(Continued on Page Twelve)
facilities.
Service called a "severe thunMurray
will
be
the
Regional
sidewalks all through it and able, he said.
WASHINGTON
UPI
)—The
Most of the charges were
derstorm" which ripped through
many trees which appeared to be He was loudly applauded by the winners of the North Division
House has voted to authorize alleged acts of
vandalism in the
the Northwest Tennessee county
Locust Trees. Principal sight Rotarians when he continued by which includes 15 states.
$3.5
million
for
the
purchase
of
cutting of telep one cables in
early Thursday.
Revival
services
will
be
conan abandoned salt mine near many parts of
however, was the series of saying, "The time has come for
the country and
Sheriff Leon Williams said a
Now You Know
ducted at the Locust Grove
fountains throughout the pars. us to seriously scrutinize these
Lyons, Kan., for use as a dump company officials
have asked
By United Press International Baptist Church beginning Sunday number of people reported seeing
We'd sure like to have a large people who are able to work but
for nuclear wastes.
for FBI investigations into the
Pecans have the highest fat evening, July 18, and continuing funnel clouds during the storm
fountain. We just like to here who choose not to while we
Kansas congressmen
had
content of
any
vegetable through Sunday morning. July and most local residents referred opposed the move, asking for a incidents.
Two traffic collisions were
water splashing.
(Continued on Page Twelve) laroduct.
However, in many cases local
25. Services will be held daily at to it as a tornado—with or without delay until safety studies have
investigated by the Murray
CWA union officials quickly
the concurrence of
the
2:30 and 7:45 p.m.
Police Department on Thursday
Our blown down Sunflowers were
been completed.
weatherman.
Maddox,
Brother
Sidney
M
morning. No injuries were listed
flat on the ground yesterday, so
Facilities were established for
pastor of the First Baptist
on the reports filed by the officers
we just pulled them straight up
Thursday night in the Paris City
for the accidents that occurred on
again and propped them up. They
Auditorium to house and feed
the rain soaked streets.
NIXON TO VISIT CHINA
seemed to be ok today.
those either left homeless or
Vehicles involved in the
SAN CLEMENTE,Calif.—President Nixon disclosed last night
without power by the storm.
collision at 9:30 a.m. were a 1966
Robins nest blown right out of the that he has accepted an invitation to visit Communist China next
Authorities estimated that at
Ford panel owned by Tinsley
Bald Cypress. Tree. Had four year. Nixon said the visit would be a giant step toward bringing
least 25 families would take
Heating and Air Conditioning and
the mainland republic out of isolation and ensuring a lasting
eggs in it.
advantage of that service.
Many
Calloway
County Census of Housing.
driven by Clyde Dale Cook, Jr., of
peace. The visit was arranged by Presidential adviser Henry
Eight persons were treated at a families who were living in
They show that out of a total of Fox Meadows Trailer Court,
However
a Squirrel built a Kissinger during a top-secret conference in Peking last week with
local hospital for injuries rented quarters a few years back 9,687 year-round housing units in Murray, and
a 1965 Chevrolet
summer den out on a limb of the Chinese Premier Chou En-lai.
receided as a result of the storm, have found it possible since then Calloway County, some
6,257 are station wagon owned by Western
Post Oak in the back yeard and it
but only one was injured serously to satisfy their dream of owning now owned by their
occupants. Kentucky Stages and driven by
appears intact. Squirrels usually
enough to require hospitalization. their own homes.
KREMLIN SUSPICIOUS
The slump in residential John Richard Mahan of Murray.
have one litter in the main den,
estimates
county-wide
No
MOSCOW—Diplomatic sources said today that the Kremlin will
As a result, the proportion of construction in the past 10 years
Both vehicles were going
and when it gets hot, they hive take
were avilable, bu the county local homes that are now owned is indicated in the official
a hostile and suspicious view of President Nixon's decision to
figures. south on South 4th Street. Mahan
another litter in a cooler spot, a
airport said ciamges there would by their occupants is high and They show an increase of
visit Peking. The sources added that the United States will find it
only 9.5 had stopped to make a left turn
make-shift den out on a cool
be at least $40,000.
very difficult to persuade the Russian leaders that the visit will
stands comparison with the percent in one-family homes in onto Elm Street when his
branch.
Large
segments
of
the county ownership rate in many parts of the period, although the national Chevrolet
not harm Soviet interests.
was hit in the rear by
were still without electricity or the country.
population rose 13 percent.
the Ford, according to the Police
phone service late Thursday According to the latest fin- Most of the new
RAILROAD STRIKE ON
construction report.
night. Many county roads were dings, some 64.6 percent of all that did take place was
WASHINGTON—The United Transportation Union struck the
Damage to the Ford was on the
multialso still closed by fallen trees dwellings in the local area are unit housing—to
Southern Railroad' and the Union Pacfic today. All-night
Meaty M. Maddox
accomodate twc front and to the Chevrolet on the
negotiations broke off after failing to settle the dispute over work Church, Hopkinsville, will be the and power lines.
or more families.
now owner occupied.
rear.
Generally fair and warm with rules, but
more talks were arranged for later in the day in evangelist. Brother Maddox is Henry County Road Supervisor By way of comparison, the Families that were unable tc
The second collision occurred
some patches of clouds today Washington.
very active in all phases of Thomas Bratton said that, "with home ownership rate in the rest acquire houses in recent years at 10:45 a.m. at North 16th Street
through Saturday. Isolated afBaptist work having served as some luck we may have all the of the United States is 58.9 per- because of the shortage or and Farmer Avenue between a
ternoon or evening thunpresident
of the State Convention, county roads open by late cent, and, in the state of Ken- because of the high prices asked, 1959 Rambler four door sedan
VIET
CONG
RAIDERS
FAIL
portions.
dershowers mainly east
finance
committee chairman, Saturday."
tucky, 62.0 percent.
turned to renovating andAriven by Jesse Lemond Brad.
SAIGON—Military
spokesmen said today that Viet Cong
High today and Saturday in the
The only casulties reported
chairman
of the administrative
Much of the progress in this remodeling their present homes ilord of Almo Route One, and a
80s to low 90s. Lows tonight in commandos tried for the second time in a month to explode an
were "a pickup truck load" os direction was made before the Nearly $15 billion was
ammunition dump Jospent for 1968 Dodge two door hardtop
rthern quarter of South Vietnam. committee, and three terms on
the 60s.
Guards at the duijkfUed ne of the raiders and the others fled the State Executive Board He small birds killed while roosting sharp decline in building that such improvements in the past driven by Richard Henry Peck,
In trees around the town's court occurred in the last few years. year, the government
any
ge. One GI was wounded in an has also served on various
reports Jr., of Srnithland.
EXTENDED OUTLOOK . before they could
Southern square:,
Home buying became possible The value of homes in Calloway
Police said both cars were
Kentucky: The extended exchange of gunfire as the raiders-fled. The body of one Viet Cong committes of the
Baptist Convention. In 1967 he
for more families during the County rose sharply in the last going south on North 16th Street
`--,
through was found.
outlook, Sunday
represented the Foreign Mission
period because of better incomes few years., the figures show. The when Peck slowed down to make
Tuesday, is for partly cloudy
•
TRAP SHOOT
Board on a tour of South
and because mortgage money median asking price for homes is a right turn onto Fanner Avenue
skies with a chance of afternoon ARAH LEADERS CONFER
-‘
was readily obtainable at now $14,000, compared with only Bradford said his brakes failed
MEFtSA MATRUH, Egypt—Leads of four Arab nations America.
or evening thundershowers
The ('alloway County Con- reasonable rates.
The song service will be under
$8,500 in 1960
conferred
today
with
causing him to hit the Peck car in
Palestinian guerrilla chieftains. The
Sunday through Tuesday with
the direction of Sherrill Hicks. servation Club will sponsor a trap The figures on home owner- The overall worth of local the rear, the police report said.
little change in temperatures. guerrillas claimed that King Hussein's government had com- The
Sunday.
shoot
at
12
July
on
la,
invited
to
public is cordially
ship, released by the Department homes, on that basis, comes to The Rambler was damaged on
Lows in the mid-60s. Highs in the mitted massacres against commandos in the latest battling in
attend these services, a church noon All members and the public of Commerce, are based upon $87,598,000, considerably more the front and the Dodge on the
Jordan
mid-80s.
are invited to attend.
spokesman said.
et
data gathered during the recent than in 1960
rear.

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Dr. Jack Bennett
Speaker For Hazel
Church Services

Southern And Union
Pacific Hit By UTU

Former Resident
SuccumbsToday

Colt League
Will Host
Tournament

Bible School To Be
Power Still Held
At Kititsev
Out In Areas
Of Henry Co.

tourney
iiThe
urraywulaulg

Bro. Sidney Maddox
Evangelist, Locust
Grove Revival

World News In Brief ...

Two Collisions
Occur Thursday

More Families In
County Own Homes

The Weather

ATTEND THE CALLOWAY COUNTY FAIR
4.•
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Nixon And POWs
The parents of a prisoner of war in
Vietnam have been advised by the military
assistant to President Nixon that the
President is committed to securing the
earliest possible release of our men held
prisoner and an accounting of those missing.
Brigadier General James D. Hughes,in a
letter to Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Peel, said
". . .the President feels very deeply about
the sacrifice of these brave men and their
families." The Peels are the parents of
Robert Peel, who has been held prisoner by
North Vietnamese since his plane was shot
down more than six years ago. Gen. Hughes
went on to say regarding the President's
views that ". . .he knows that it is particularly difficult because of the many years
these men have been gone. In all that he is
doing to arrive at an honorable solution to the
conflict, the President is committed to at the
same time securing the earliest possible
release of our men held prisoner and an accounting of those missing."
These comments by General Hughes,
reflecting the views and policy of President
Nixon, reaffirm our faith in the President's
program for ending the war in Vietnam, including the withdrawal of all our forces and
securing the release of all American
prisoners and an accounting of the missing.

Ten Years Ago Today

BY TOM

PERKINS

"DO CHICKENS SEE STARS," "NOT OFTEN,"DAD SAID
crop of
Dad said as far as he could tell there should be a good
is
gathering
activities
fall
favorite
Dad's
of
nuts this fall. One
nuts. He watches the weather through the spring and summer and
can make a pretty fair prediction of what the fall nut crop should
be like.
He said such things as a severe late frost, or an early dry spell
can cut the production. Extreme summer dry spells can affect
the quality and six of the nuts.
He predicted,that since we had a warm wet spring, the fall nut
crop should be good.
There are several different type nuts that can be gathered in
the fall. By far the most common in this area is the Shag Bark
Hickory nut. They grow to a respectable size and taste like
something fit for a king.
I must admit, I too enjoy taking a big basket into the woods
after a few frosts have come and gather the Hickory nuts with
Dad. Sometimes they are piled so deep you can pick them up by
hand fulls.
Dad said the nuts had to have time to season and dry out before
they were really good. The meat had to become firm and sweet.
"Mother Nature will take care of that job if you help here by
putting the nuts in a dry place for a while," Dad added.
After the nuts have seasoned for a few weeks they are ready.
Ready,but still they protest by being hard to crack. Dad said that
city people had some fine tools for doing this. "But, even with
their city equipment," Dad added, "they couldn't beat the
country method."
"The country method," Dad continued,"was to take a block of
wood and a brick or two bricks and place the nut on one and hit
with the other." Granted, it took some skill and a soft touch to
keep from smashing the meat flat. With time and practice a soft
touch would be developed. It took skill and so a great deal of pride
resulted from being a good nut cracker.
Dad said,"Here I'll show you how it's done." Dad proceeded to
crack several nuts. I must admit he had not lost his touch from
last year.
Well,to confound the story let me say we had this pet half grown
chicken that thought he was a human.He liked being with us more
than with his own kind. Nut cracking, the chick soon learned,
provided some tasteful treats. If he was quick enough. Dad and
the chick were in perfect time. Dad raised the brick and the chick
pecked. The chick withdrew his head and smash Dad cracked
another nut.
Everything went fine until the chick tried for a double peck.
Luckily. Dad's soft ouch was working. All the chick did was
stagger away.
"Dad, do you suppose chickens see stars," I asked. Not often," he replied, as he went on with his nut cracking.

LEDGES a TM= FELS

The contract for the construction of the Murray-C.slloway
County Airport was made to the M & H Construction Company by
the Airport Board.
• samesas ss. Polletwoon tias been appointed assistant vicepresident of the Dees Bank of Hazel. He has been serving as
Calloway County Court Clerk for the past eight years.
Miss Elizabeth Faye Patton, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Patton of Kirksey Route One, was married to Edward C. Willie,
son of Mr.and Mrs. C. C. Willie of Mayfield Star Route, on June 18
31 the Owen's Chapel Baptist Church.
Mesdames J. A. Outland, Charles Ryan, Allen Russell, and
Kerby Jennings were installed as officers of the Murray
Toastmistress Club.

Boundary Between Kentucky,
Tennessee, Subject Of Book

a I
THE
LYtor
FA M
LAWYER

Poetically
Speaking

Bob Little

dary line swerved a few miles off
a true course because a Tennessean wanted all of his farm to
be within the State's frontiers.
A barrel of whisky given to
members of a surveying party by
Wisconsin.
the landowner is rumored to have
Wisconsin was important swayed the boundary in that
because the Draper Manuscript, Instance—In vilolation of the 1820
in the possession of the Wisconsin Kentucky-Tennessee compact.
Historical Society Mansion, Sames supervises the photocontained the original map of the technic lab that processes aerial
Walker Line in poor condition pictures for the Highway
and with the two ends missing. Department. His book will be
However, during research at issued as a limited edition, and
Richmond, Va., Sames chanced the plans to autograph each copy.
upon a section of a ttlip that The volume is illustrated by Ed
"looked familiar." Further Moriarty, Department of Public
search there resulted in his Information artist.
piecing together the original Accounts of Indian massacres
Walker Line map.
are included in the volume.
The publisher is RandWhat made the Kentucky- McNalley, of Versailles.
Tennessee boundary, which was Sames is now working on a
supposed to coincide with the 36th second book, which will be a
Parallel of Latitude, take so reference bibliography to all
many slants and deviations?
maps, in the period from 1540 to
"Surveyors in those days did 1900, which included Kentucky or
not have the modern precision what now is Kentucky..
instruments we use now," Sanwa
said."They relied on reading the
U.S. the Leading Nickel
they
stars, and sometimes
Consumer
probably didn't have correct
1970, the United
in
Again
tables on the position of the stars States was the free world',
on certain dates."
largest single consumer of
Some boundary meanderings nickel. The country consumed
were distinctly man-made. For 330 million of the estimated 98i.
example, the celebrated Mid- million pounds of nickel consumed
dleton Offset, where the boun- that year.

FRANKFORT, Ky.--Qtrioetty
about a jiggly boundary line that
was supposed to be straight led a
Civil Rights For
Highway Department
State
Cinderella?
employe to write a book that
Harrison's
At first glance, Mr.
undoubtedly will be recognized as
will seemed plain enough. It left an important historical work.
his entire estate to his "children,"
The author of "Four Steps
included
a word that obviously
West," soon to be published, is
did
But
daughters.
three
own
his
it also include his stepdaughter, James W. SAmes m.
The result of eight years of
the child of his second wife?
After a court hearing, the judge research, the volume "answers
cies:ided that the stepdaugSter was all questions about crooks and
just out of luck. He said the word bends" in the surveys that
"children" did not include step- established the
boundaries
children unless the will expressly
and North
between
Virginia
so.
said
impliedly
or
Carolina and Kentucky and
Tennessee.
Included are numerous maps
never before published and five
surveyor journals, two of them
hitherto unpublished.
Involved is the "Four Steps
West," Seines explained, were
events which formed the basis for
important chapters in early
American history.
The four steps were: the
original 241-mile Virginia-North
Carolina boundary survey, made
This ruling illustrates that even in 1728; its 1749 extension
to
today, in traditional areas of the Steep Rock Creek
near
law, our Cinderellas may still be Abingdon, Va; the Walker Line
treated like under-privileged mem(1779), which set the Kentucky
bers of the family.
-Although it may appear un- Tennessee boundary as far as the
just," commented one court, "we Tennessee River, and thee 1819
carried the
must take the law as we find it." survey which
This applies not only to the boundary on to the Mississippi
right of inheritance but also to River, following the Jackson
the right of support. In most Purchase.
states, the mere fact that a step
To gather material for his
child joins the family circle does
his
not impose upon the stepfather book, Sames employed
am legal obligation to pay the vacations from the Highway
upkeep.
Photogrammetry
Department
As a practical matter, however, Division to make trips to five
stepfathers generally do support states: Virginia, North Carolina,
their stepchildren—and may, of Tennessee, Illionois
and
course, go through a formal adoption ceremony.
Furthermore, especially in the note or/ the humanitarian purpose
newer fields of law, there is a of
the modern workmen's comgrowing tendency—sometimes by
system.
specific statutory enactment--to pensation
"Compensation is not inheriplace stepchildren on an equal
tance," he said. 'Its purpose is to
footing with natural children.
give relief to dependents of one
Consider this case:
in industry."
A factory worker was killed in killed
Thereupon the court ordered
his
When
accident.
industrial
an
the company to pay a full share
family put in a claim for workof compensation to the stepmen's compensation, the company daughter, since she 1) did indeed
victim's
the
pay
to
readily agreed
need relief and 2) was indeed a
widow and young son. But it re- dependent.
stephis
to
anything
pay
to
fused
daughter. even though she had An American Bar Association
been living for years as a regular public service feature by Will
Bernard,
member of the family.
However, when the matter was
0
197 1 American Bar Association
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the
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in
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Big Jake...A legend of a man.
—Thomas Perkins

IZMIR•=MIS FILE

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Ye hypocrites, ye caa discern the fact of the sky and of the
earth; bet hew is ti dud ye de set discern this time7—Luke 12:51.
We ought to -read" the signs of the times and let love and
justice abound more and more.

nnt

ADULTS
• UU ALL SHOWS

COME IN ITS
COOL INSIDE.

•
• DOUBLE FEATURE
•

a

by Carl Riblet Jr.
0(1
This is the season for fishing, the time when
anglers never lose the little fish off their lines, when
only the biggest fish get away. This is not to imply'aH
that fishermen are liars, but to suggest that their .11.e'
eyes are bigger than their hooks.
'10
"Fishing—the art of taking more
fish out of a stream than were in it."
—Oliver Herford

SKYVUE DRIVE-IN
THEATRE
Hwy 79-E (Lake Hiway) Paris, Tennessee

* FIRST DRIVE-IN SHOWING *
At the all new remodeled Skyvue, where only
the best is shown. Weli-to•well carnet throughout
our concession building. First Drive-In showing of
the biggest picture of the year, "LOVE STORY",
at regular admission...Adults '1.25; Children
under 12 years, FREE. So bring the family to the
Skyvue at Paris, Tenn., one of West Tennessee's
finest Drive-In Theatres.

SHOWING FOR 14 BIG NIGHTS
Starting July 8 thru July 21st!

20 Years Ago Today
Pat L. Harrell,seaman USN,will visit Amens,Greece, when his
ship, USS Rushmore, anchors there on July 23.
A fish dinner and all night fox hunt will be held July 20 at the
Hall McCuiston Camp.
Attending the University of Kentucky from Calloway County
are Charles Eldridge, Jean Ryan, Pat Wear, Auburn Wells, John
Woodruff, Roscoe Hayes, Joe Jones, Louis Boyd, and John
Murdock.
Mr. and Mrs. Macon Blankenship and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Cochran are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Blake Blankenship of Lansing,
Mich.

Isn't it The Truth!

It was during June of 1946, that my wife, two children and I, in
company with the families of Dewey Crass and Euell Lovett
visited the Grand Canyon. During this past June my daughter, her
family and I again visited that former sight. From a secluded spot
I again looked into the depths of that painted wonder. Echoing on
the soft zephyrs of memories was a knell of the departed years.
Hence,this poem which I dedicate to my grandchildren;
Echoes of Departed Years
•

As I sit in the silent shades of memories
And watch the Colorado leap in its silvery spray,
I realize that twenty-five years have come and gone
Since we last sat here that sunny day.
We marveled at the beauty of the Grand Canyon robed
In colors which changed in the light of the sun •
We knew that no artist had ever painted a picture
To compare with this, the Master had done.
As I call the roll of that former day,I find their
Faces are missing, but none forgotten;
There is no You,nor Dewey,neither is there a little
Blond haired boy, whom we called Cotton.
The snapshots which we took that day have faded
But the mental pictures are still the same,
Though, their voices are stilled in silence
The wafting echoes still remain.
As the dewdrops of crystal memories cling
To the years of passing time,
That day at the Grand Canyon will remain as
A milestone in this fleeting life of mine.
The following mental epitaph I will etch on the walls
Of this painted chasm ere I go,
"May my grandchildren strive to follow the footsteps
of their Grandmother, who stood here years ago".
—Ous Loving
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* NOW SHOWING *
Starting July 25fh thru July 28th

"Vanishing Point"
* P-L-U-S *

"Fist Full of Dollars"
At Regular Admission
Children Under 12 Years of age FREE!!
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Pirates Outlast Padres
4-3 In 17 Inning Bout

5.:>C1.=•CsC.cn.p.o.cg.=.0.04:).0

Sixty-Eight To Play In
Standings
Calloway Medal-Play Meet
aszcoc-cpcz.0-=.c.c.0.0.0.c.e

Major League Standings
By United Press International
Sixty-eight golfers have Sunday's play.
American League
qualified for the final 18 holes of The 36-hole scores from the
East
the
annual men's inter-club medal play tournament will be
By FRED McMANE
Murrell had a homer for San tone had a homer for Chicago
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medal play tournament Sunday used in determining the fighting
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Sports Writer
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UPI
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...
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Washington
The pairings and tee off times Mike Holton is the tournament
The San Diego Padres found losing streak and left the Mets Claude Osteen as the Dodgers
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for Sunday's play are:
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,
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8 0 reach the peak of his game
1968 FORD 2-Door Hardtop. Air. $1,650
ninth capped a three-run rally Ward was the high man for the Carrico
North Tenth & Main
7 1
and led Oakland past the winners with 17, followed by Pritchett
1968 OLDSMOBILE 442. Vinyl top. $1,550
6
Immediately North
Tigers. Detroit took a 7-5 lead Roney with 13. Dungan was high Beale
4 :Murray Downs Benton
1968 PLYMOUTH Satellite 2-Door Hardtop. $1,075
with three runs in the eighth man for the losers with 11 points. Duncan
1 4
of Memorial Baptist
but Rick Monday led off the In the second duel, Dave Outsiders
1966 PONTIAC Bonneville Convertible. $950
3 6 In American Legion
ninth with a homer Alexander sparked Potts over
3 7
Church on Tenth Street Oakland
Moose
1967 PONTIAC Catalina 2-Door Hardtop. Air conditioner. $1,475
Benton
downed
and Mike Epstein walked.
Murray
Lane, 74-44. Alexander captured Kegheads
2 5
American
in
night
Wednesday
24
with
1966 CHEVROLET Super Sport Vinyl top, power $1,075
honors
7
the night's scoring
Carroll VW
Legion baseball action in Benton
points. Jack Wolf offered support
1965 LINCOLN. Loaded, 43,000 actual miles $1,250
by a score of 11-8.
with 22 points. For the losers,
triple by David Davis,
A
INVITATION FOR BIDS
Bromley and Lane both totaled 10
1965 MERCURY 4-Door. Air conditioner. $850
Ladles
n L followedby an error and a double
points.
of
Court
Fiscal
the
that
given
hereby
Notice is
7 1 for Clark produced two runs for
In a closely fought battle, Acers
32 MORE TO SELECT FROM . . .
Calloway County will accept bids on the item
2 Benton in the opening frame.
Ruthledge overcame Bumpu.s in Carrico
hits
on
fifth
the
4
4
in
scored
Dexter
Murray
mentioned below until 9:00 a.m., Monday, July
lead
61-56.
The
game,
the last
26 by Mitch Ward and David
switched hands several times Ta Fa Lambda
26, 1971, in the County Court Clerk's office,
1 7 Hughes. Farmer and Edwards
Beta
Gamma
Gamma
was
must
and
bid
contest,
Each
the
throughout
Kentucky.
Murray,
Courthouse,
Phi
Sigma
both had doubles for Benton in
the
until
decided
completely
not
PRICED TO SELL!!
conform to the specifications set forth or be its
seventh. Benton picked to
the
last few minutes. Bradford was
equivalent.
three runs in that inning. Yarhigh for the game with 18.
(UPI)---Cheryl
borough, Crouch and Osborn all
A used grader, equivalent to a Caterpillar
Williams and Steverson added 14 CLEVELAND
first licensed crossed the plate for Murry.
17,
18.112e
White,
sliding
with
model,
1965
a
than
for
later
and 12 respectively
Rumpus.
12E, no
black woman jockey on the Charlie Gibbs was the winning
Monday night, July 19th will
moldboard and power steering.
She received pitcher, Randy Oliver came in
see a continuation of this weeks American turf.
Calloway County reserves the right to accept
Phone 753-4%1
515 So. 12th Street
her apprentice jockey's license in the ninth and struck out the
start
7:00
at
will
Games
action.
Thistledown
from
Wednesday
or reject any and-or all bids
side
p.m and the public is encouraged
stewards.

Plunkett Relieved
Manning Is Immobile

Lineups Announced For
Oaks Medal Play Tourney

t

Crampton Takes Opening
Round With Five Under 66

Orioles Edge
Out Angels 4-3

Reliable Used Cars
Priced To Sell

Three Win In City Park
Basketball Tournament

WHITEWAY
BARBER SHOP

ALL LOCAL CARS

Hatcher Auto Sales

•••

•
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Miss Cordelia F. Williams Becomes Bride
'Of Louie Dale Sykes In Ceremony At
at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m. The First United Methodist Church

,f 1- Iii. R

Mrs. J. B. Burks=
I

...

V

I

PlhOdbt

713 1917 or 163-4•41

i

LMiss Pamela Kave Garland Honored At

Saturday, July 17
The regular dinner meeting of
The Woman's Missionary
the Murray Shrine Club will be
of the First Baptist
Society
t
Restauran
held at the South Side
Church will meet at 9:30 a.m. at
at 6:30 p.m. The Shriners will
church. Members note
have their wives as dinner the
in time for this month
change
by Mrs. Kathy Berry
guests
Miss Pamela Kaye Garland, afternoon
only. The Council composed of
y appointed tea
beautifull
The
August 21st bride-elect of Leo F.
group leaders and committee
Sunday, July 18
was covered with yellow
table
at
a
honoree
the
Rogers, was
meet'at nine a.m.
The Junior High-Senior High chairmen, will
cloth under yeallow net draped
lovely tea held at the Murray
of the First at the church.
p
Fellowshi
Youth
with strings of pearls and cenpresorted
were
Woman's Club House on Sunday,
SEVEN MEMBERS of the Woodmen Grove 128
with an arrangement of
tered
Woodrnen United Methodist Church will
with
ip
membersh
of
years
July 11.
A Swim Party will be held at
pins for twenty-five or more
acanthus,
for dessert and discussion
meet
of Ireland,
phis
The
Bells
House.
Club
The gracious hostesses for the
at a dinner meeting at the Murray Woman's
Dr. and Mrs. Gene the Calloway County Country
of
and
home
daisies,
the
at
white
and
Represenyellow
Field
occasion were Mesdames Vernon
members of fourth to
were presented by Mrs. Loretta Jobs, WOW
Carmen Hendon, 1200 East Dogwood Club for
fern in a silver and
Baker's
Mrs.
Lassiter,
Rath
Miss
Rubin
Ellis,
Harvey
Cohoon,
sixth grades from ten am. to one
tative. Front row, left to right,
bowl flanked by burning
Genova Ramktt; back Drive, Murray.
James, W. L. Polly, James R. crystal
p.m. Each member may invite
Horton, Mrs. Rath Blackwood, and Mrs.
and
in seven branched
tapers
Clanton,
white
B.
Calista
Lassiter, Conrad H. Jones,
row, Mrs. Jobs, Mrs. Birdie Parker. Mrs.
one non-member guest. Each is
a.
candelabr
18
July
Sunday,
Bill
Ray,
Rob
ll,
Hassel
Kuykencla
Mrs. Katie Overcast.
to bring a sack lunch. In charge
Yellow fruit punch, wedding
Mr. and Mrs. Cloys M. Farris of arrangements are Meadtunes
Crouse, Gordon Moody, Phillip
shaped sandwiches, pen
bell
wedding
50th
will celebrate their
Mitchell, J. D. Murphy, B. C.
Fred Wells, chairman, Bill
wheels, heart shaped cookies and
anniversary with an open house Wyatt, A. B. Crass, Hunt Smock,
Allbritten, and J. W. Witham.
bell shaped cakes were served
at their home, located la mile Evelyn Wilson, and John
the
with
guests
the
Receiving
silver appointments.
from
two
from
east of Taylor's Store,
Gregory.
honoree were her mother, Mrs. One hundred and twelve perand
friends
All
p.m.
five
to
ative.
Represent
Recognition for twenty-five Field
Eurie Garland, her sister, Miss sons signed the register during
Hazel Broach, president relatives are invited.
Wednesday, July tl
years or more in Woodmen Grove Mrs.
Jane Garland, and her the hours of two-thirty to fourRhonda
Grove, opened the dinner
The Oaks Country Club will
her, Mrs. Rhonda thirty o'clock in the afternoon.
126 was given to seven members of the
grandmot
Monday, July 19
and Mrs. Hazel Tutt
have its ladies invitational golf
on Thursday,July & at the dinner meeting
Fitts.
National
of
Chapter
Odelle
Murray
Mrs.
.
invocation
tournament. Entries including
meeting held at six-thirty o'clock gave the
For the event the honoree chose
presided during the Secretaries Association will have the six dollar fee for the noon
at the Murray Woman's Club Vance
wear from her trousseau a
to
a dinner meeting at seven p.m. at luncheon should be made with
business session.
House.
floral hot pink, green, white, and
t.
,
Restauran
secretary
Side
Lassiter,
South
Saundra Edwards, phone Oh
Receiving sterling silver pins Miss Ruth
yellow sleeveless organdy dress
appreciation from
2643, or by mail to Route 2, Box
were Mrs. Calista B. Clanton who read a note of
with a green velvet
accented
Houston for the
Tuesday, July 20
162, Murray, Ky.
pined the Woodmen Circle in Hugh and Hontas
band and bow at the waist. She A delightful courtesy extended
lness
of
througtfu
and
Society
The Women's
Mardi 1928; Mrs. Katie Over- kindness
wore hot pink shoes and had a to Miss Nancy Roberts and Joe
mother, Mrs. Jessie Christian Service of the Russell's
cast, March 1928; Mrs. Birdie shown his
bridal pink rose wrist corsage. Thurman, whose marriage will
Roane, by the Grove Chapel United Methodist Church
.Parker, June 1938; Mrs. Ruth Houston
Mrs. Garland wore a turquoise
a
was
Roane
the
Mrs.
be an event of July 24, was the
at
members.
Mrs.
p.m.
will meet at 1:30
Blackwood, April 1939;
Phil Shelton and
Mrs.
and peau de soie dress breakfast held at the home of Mr.
Lace
and
Mr.
of
member
church.
Cknora Hamlett, May 1939; Mrs. loyal and faithful
fashioned with long sleeves. Her and Mrs. Earl Douglas
son, Ray, have returned home
on
for over fifty years.
;Carmen Horton, July 1942; and Grove 126
shoes were dyed to match and her Woodlawn Avenue, Murray,'on
after a vacation with Mr. and
gold
her
presented
First
been
the
had
of
1944.
She
WSCS
Circle I of the
;Miss Ruth Lassiter, June
Sweeney at Daytona
hostesses' gift corsage was a Sunday,July 11, at nine o'clock in
membership pin just United Methodist Church will Mrs. Don
7 The honored members also 50 year
also visited
They
white glamellia.
Fla.
Beach,
the morning.
meet at the home of Mrs. E. W. friends in Orlando and other
received a membership plaque prior to her death.
Her sister wore a yellow The breakfast including orange
the
ed
entertain
p.m.
Tutt
Ann
two
at
Mrs.
the
of
Circle,
n
Riley, Sha-Wa
4which stated: "Woodme
with
home
fashioned
Enroute
dress
Florida.
organdy
points in
piano. Mrs.
juice, country ham, and eggs,
'World in recognition of loyal members at the
(Tubbs Studio photo) long sleeves and an empire was served buffet style from the
No. 19 Order they toured Six Flags Over
the door prize
won
Assembly
Sledd
Lourelle
25
Murray
this
presents
proudly
service
waistline and her corsage was a dining room table centered with
Georgia at Atlanta and Lookout
bingo prizes
of the Rainbow for Girls will meet Mountain, Tenn.
year membership", signed by and others won
and Mrs. Louie Dale Sykes
Mr.
cyrnbidium orchid. Mrs. Fitts a bowl of fresh fruit.
evening.
the
during
Nick T. Nearberry, national
was attired in a rose polyester
mums were used.
The guests were seated in the
Mesdames Calista B. Clanton,
The wedding of Miss Cordelia and white
president.
and a pink glamellia cordress
orange
and
Robbie
pineapple
and
Yellow
,
Overcast
room at tables overlaid
l
Katie
living
Sykes
individua
Dale
Louie
the
Making
F. Williams and
and three tiered wedding sage.
for July.
with white cloths and centered
presentations were Mrs. Loretta Paschall were hostesses
was solemnized on Thursday, punch
cousin
Lovett,
Kay
Miss Amy
be Mrs.
cake with yellow and green trim
with arrangements of roses.
June 24, at the First United
Jobs, Woodmen of the World Hostesses for August will
were served by Mrs. Charles T. of the bride, wearing a yellow Place cards were used.
Gussie Geurin and Mrs. Loretta
Church.
Methodist
Mrs. Jean Simmons, dress with a cyrnbidiurn orchid
Miss Roberts, bride-elect,
Jobs.
Rev. Morrison Galloway Williams,
Thompson, and Mrs. corsage, asked the guests to sign chose to wear from her trousseau
not
g,
Kathy
Miss
attendin
Others
performed the impressive double
the register at the table overlaid
Patty Campbell.
previously mentioned, were
a soft tangerine dress. Her
ring ceremony at six o'clock in
for a short with a yellow cloth and centered hostesses' gift corsage was of
left
couple
B.
The
McCoy,
Nannie
s
Mesdame
altar
of
the
Gibson
, Mr. and Mrs. James
the evening before
trip after the reception with an arrangement of Bells of pink roses.
Baker, and
decorated with arrangements of wedding
!Murray Route Two are the Melugin, Mary Louise
at home on Murray Ireland, acanthus, yellow and
town
now
of
are
out
Those present were Mr. and
parents of a baby boy, Eric Reggie Miller, an
white and yellow mums flanked and
attended white daisies, ant Baker's fern in Mrs. Tom Rushing, Mr. and Mrs.
Sykes
Mrs.
Five.
Horton.
Route
Carmen
Mrs.
of
guest
a.
candelabr
pounds
seven
James, weighing
by seven branched
Calloway County High School. a silver revere bowl.
Roberts, Mrs. Agnes
Gene
eight ounces, born on Tuesday,
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. Sykes attended Murray High Special background piano Thurman, Steve Douglas, the
July 13, at 7:5 p.m. at the
Vernon F. Williams of 710 Poplar
School and is now employed by music was played throughout the honored couple, and the hosts.
Murray -Calloway County
Street, Murray, and Mrs. Eula
the Murray Division of the
,
Hospital.
Mae Jones of North Kingstown
Company.
The new father is a senior at
Rhode Island. The groom is the Tappan
.
Sykes
D.
Cleo
University
Mrs.
and
State
Mr.
Murray
ton of
_Sieve the...istuxtuvtum ,,f
Grandparents are Mr. and
via 1308 Sycamore Street, Murray. haul defers few uo.‘ix thF home.
Phone 183-117:
Trenton,
et
hoost
Ws. A,redeit
r Mrs. Richard Farrell, orgaist, women can keep hair as olean
S A SPECIALTY *
IPTION
PRESCR
*
Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. James
nuptial
of
I
program
Van
Buren
By
a
M
Piing
Abigail
like.
unapter
ot
presented
they
meeting
The July
and pretty as
It —Or It Can't Be Had
Get
Will
We
—
Brandon of Murray Route Two. or the P.E.O. Sisterhood was held
It
Have
Theme
We
"The
all-day
an
music including
hair no longer is
Great grandparents are Mrs. Monday evening at 7:30 in the
With
DEAR ABBY - A year ago my fattier passed away. He
affair.
From Love Story", "Gone
Suella Futrell of Murray and home of Mrs. Morgan Sisk.
was 69 years old Since then my mother has been carrying on
The Whitt", and the traditional
r0,fterosoto or •o,•.:•.
Mrs. Gibson of Trenton, Tenn.
until she has me half crazy. You would think she was the
wedding marches for the
Henry McKenzie
Mrs.
l.
recessiona
processional and
conducted the
only women ever to lose a husband. She had a good life with
president,
A baby girl, Tracy Lee, business meeting at which time
Bride's Dress
him and she should be grateful she had him that long.
five
weighing eight pounds
However, my real problem is that I live only a block
Given in marriage by her
regular reports were given. She
ounces, was born to Mr.and Mrs. also presented excerpts from
grandfather, Charles Rose, the
away from her. I run over every day, but it's not enough for
Danny Manning of Kirksey Route "Centennial Memories," taken
her. She spends every free hour at my house, saying she has
bride was lovely in her formal
One on Tuesday, July 13, at 8:07 from former records of
the
nothing to live for and she is going to take an "overdose."
length gown of bridal satin
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway Sisterhood.
overlaid with lace, and the long
She keeps saying she can't live alone. [1 think she wants
County Hospital.
sleeves, gathered at the wrists,
hostess served a delicious
with me and that would be the end of me.] She is
in
The
to
move
The new father is employed at dessert course to the following
were of lace. The dress was
but
in
way,
any
and
she complains
not disabled
whines
Brandon's Used Cars.
fashioned with an empire waist
I am about to have a nervous breakdown.
members: Mesdames Larrie
until
constantly
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
with her train being attached at
Clark, Olga Freeman, Charles
I have no privacy. She has brothers and sisters, but she
Palace Manning of Kirksey Hinds, Henry McKenzie, John
empire waistline. The gown
or
at
else
she's
the
the
time,
me
all
to
calling
come
Is
home
here
Route One and Mr. and Mrs. Nutter, Hugh L. Oakley, John
was fashioned and made by the
turn on her TV. She'd rather sit and feel
even
won't
She
over.
Sammy Collie of Aurora.
bride
Quertermous, Frank Stubsorry for herself.
Her veil of bridal illusion was
blefield, Don Fuqua, Hillis
She criticizes everything and tears everyone to pieces
Michael John is the name
to a round two tiered
attached
McKenzie,and Miss Ann Herron.
My husband is thinking of asking for a transfer so we can
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Robert
headpiece of white daisy flowers
do
,
we
can
else
What
away.
move
ED
SMOTHER
H. Ross of Dexter Route One for
and she wore white three-quarter
their baby boy, weighing seven
DEAR SMOTHERED: You can take your mother to a
floves. She carried a
length
, ounces, born on
pounds 15t:
doctor. Your mother needs professional help In handling her
bouquet of white carnations with
Wednesday,July 14, at 12:30 a.m.
grief. And YOU need some help in learning how to handle
green trim and white satin
at the Murray-Calloway County
your mother.
streamers with love knots.
Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Klapp
Mrs. Angela Williams was the
Their other children are Mrs.
of honor and Miss Cindy
last weekend in Creve
ABBY: A 19-year-old man fif you can call him
DEAR
spent
matron
Dickie Nancy)Schroader, Pat,
Williams, sister of the bride,
Coeur, Mo., with their son and
was recently found guilty of beating two of his girl
that)
Ike
Bob, Joe, Ann Lucille, Timmy,
daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
friend's children, and he was given the maximum penalty of
was the bridesmaid. They wore
Rose-Marie, Tommy,and Connie
length gowns of yellow
Fairchild, and their family.
. The children, ages 4 and 5, were
Gene
the
in
workhouse
180
days
formal
Sue ROSS. The father is self
fashioned with yellow trim
Klapp and his son attended
and
for
Mr.
treated
the
hospital
to
numerous
s
taken
crepe
laceration
employed as a farmer and also
puff
the Cardinal baseball games on
and welts across their backs, which the state claimed were
at the empire waistlines and
works at the Land Between the
yellow
of
veils
Their
Friday and Saturday. On Sunday
sleeves.
Inflicted by a knotted electric cord.
Lakes.
evening the group visited the
illusion were attached to yellow
The mother of these battered tots was 17 years old, and
. Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
Arch Museum".
Way
"Gate
one
velvet bows. The dresses and
per
other
year
children—
had
three
she
beginning when
Guiseppi Fricia of Detroit, Mich
veils were made by the bride.
she was 12 years old!
They carried nosegays of daisies
Now if this isn't a case in favor of planned parenthood, I
oor
or OF A,
with green trim.
APPALLED IN ST. PAUL
don't know what is.
4 .0:40,/,....or,
,
aO
rolO
.
ofe
Miss Lee Ann Sykes, niece of
DEAR APPALLED: Amen!
the groom, was the flower girl.
Horn* of
yellow
She wore a sleeveless
"Make it beautiful."(Or else.)
If you con, you'll make us very
DEAR ABBY This problem has been on my mind for
crepe dress fashioned with a high
They did.
attached
"ALL YOU
was
veil
her
several years and I hope you can help me •
and
sod.
waist
They welded. And burnished.
Many years ago I obtained a divorce from a man, but
we've troubled ourBecause
to a yellow velvet bow. She
CAN EAT"
before the divorce was final, I married again We both knew
And
sculpted. And sanded. And
carried a white basket adorned
from
it
hide
to
selves no end
my divorce was not final at the time, but we had to get
with a large yellow bow and filled
painted.
you.
married, so we did. I have had my final papers for years
Children Under 6
with yellow rose petals.
1
Until they had shaped in steel
Our quest for the invisible
1
Charles Thomas Williams
but we've never renewed our vows My question is, how
Ghia had shaped in pencil.
what
the
way
1
all
us
took
nil
Eat
Volkswagen
legal is this marriage?
TROUBLED
served as best man for Mr.
4
in the knowledge that
Smug
John
Italy.
and
Turio,
1
Campbell
to
Larry
Sykes.
Caffish or Perch
4
DEAR TROUBLED: Some states recognize common law
ever mistake this
could
nobody
ushers.
as
the
famous
Where we asked
Allen Fitts served
marriages, but I wouldn't bet as that as a solution to this
a Volkswagen,
for
car
bride's grandmother, Mrs.
a
beautiful
us
to
design
6-12 - - - 505
Studios
The
Ghia
problem. I advise you to quietly get married without broadly
Rose, wore a pink knit
gen.
Volkswa
a
it
we
made
Charles
body.
Italiansporty
proclaiming the fact that your first marriage was invalid.
with white accessories and
ed
air-cool
dress
ng
our
conceali
By
They did.
But before you do anything. I advise you to see a competent
4
a corsage of pink carnations.
better
trOC(For
back.
in
engine
tightclutched
drawings
Their
lawyer
Mrs. Sykes, mother of the
1
lion./
ly in hand, we secretly prowled
1
groom, was attired in a blue
And molting it go about 26
accoach
best
GO
WE
DID
the
"WHERE
white
TO
for
NTIAL
with
CONFIDE
about Europe
WRONG"
crepe dress
IN WHEELING, W. VA.: From your leUer I would say you
miles on just one gallon.
cessories. White carnations were
builder we could find.
did your best. Some parents "train up a child in the way be
Then we gave this Volksused for her corsage.
Success. To the Kormann
should go," and nod of sheer rebellion, the child deliberately
Reception
its final disguise:
we
wagen
ck
Osnabru
of
rks
Coachwo
departs from it.
Following the ceremony the
named it the Karmann
We
sketches
Ghia's
over
handed
reception was held in the social
Ghia.
What's your problem' You'll feel better if you gel ii off
with the injunction:
hall of the church.
your chest. Write to 11113Y, Roi 611700. I,os Angele% si
The bride's table was overlaid
WOO For a personal reply enclose stamped addressed
of
4
with yellow net with nosegays
envelope.
4
yellow
with
tied
roses
yellow
Phone 7514141
Highway 641 N
satin ribbon at points on the
SOO Chestnut Street, Murray • Phone 753-8850
For Abby's bookie.. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
table. Arrangements of yellow
-V' V
A
Open Mon. thru Sal 730 A.M. 'til 5 P.M.
,v,,,oviv V
..ond SI to Abby. Rol 14768. LOS 4.nitles. Cal. MOM
••

Tea At The Murray Woman's Club House

Seven Members Of Woodmen Grove 126 Are
Given 25 Year Membership Pins At Meet

Breakfast Held At
Douglass Home For
Bridal Couple

awaits,

i

TBIRTHS4

Sisterhood Chapter
Meets On Monday
M The Sisk Home

Mother not the only
one who needs help

WALLIS

DRUG

azolooarA

Can you find theVolkswagen hidden in this picture?

6:30
7:0U
7:ua Farm
1:15 Report
7:30 Tommo
8:00
8:30 Hot Dog
9:00 Jambe,
9:30 Herald
10:00 This is
10:30 Church
11:00
11:30 Worship
12:00 Meet
12:30 N
1:00 Sugarfoo
1:30
2:00 Lost In
2:30
3:00 Taman
3:la
3:stl
4:110 Bowling
4:31Adam-1
4:45
5: Comment
5:30 News
6:00 Scene at
8:30 Disney
7:00
7:30 Red Ske
8:00 Bonanza
8:30
9:00 Bold On
10:00 Scene at
10:30 Tonight
11:00
11:30
12:00

5:45
6:00 Morning
6:30
7:00 Today
8:00
8:30
9:00 Diah's P
9:30 Concentr
10:00 Sale of
10:30 Hollyw I I
11:00J
11:30 Who,
12:00 Noon
12:05
12:30
1:00 Days of
1:30 Doctors
2:00 Another
2:30 Bright
3:00 Another
3:30 Here Co
4:00
4:30 Wild, WU
5:00
5:25 News
5:30 News
6:00 Scene at
6:30 Red Skel
7:00 Laugh In
7:30
8:00 Movie
8:30
9:00
10:00 Scene at
10:30 Tonight
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All You Care To Eat

SHRIMP----$2.50
FROG LEGS-J3.25
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the The CBS movie at 9 screens
CBS at 8:30 brings back the Jimmy Tarbuck joining
1964's "The Disorderly Order"Cimarron Strip" Western se- star.
at ly," starring Jerry Lewis in a
ries with Stuart Whitman as "NBC Action Playhouse"
Love," comedy about events in a hosMarshal Jim Crown, Clash be- 7:30 offers "A Time To
and pital (R).
Schnell
Maximilian
with
tween cattlemen and farmers
SATURDAY
in a romance
Bloom
Claire
H).
I
land
homestead
over
upon by the woman's "ABC's Wide World of Snorts"
frowned
8:30
NBC's movie at 9 screens
at 5 covers the international infather (R1.
Hamilton as an international
7:00
By JACK GAVER
"Boy, Did I Get A Wrong Nummovie at 9 screens vitational swimming and diving
CBS
"The
(R).
thief
jewel
7:Ix) Farm Digest
NEW YORK (UP1)—The fiber," starring Bob Hope and
"Turna- NBC's movie, 9; -Eye of The
1960's "Sons And Lovers," with championships at Santa Clara,
1:15 Report
nals of the Miss Universe beau- "The FBI," ABC, 8;
Phyllis Diller.
Stockwell, Trevor How- Calif., and the football demoliDean
7:30 Tomrnorrow
Penelope Pitstop
ty pageant will be televised next bout," story of a robber bline Cat," with Eleanor Parker in
Wendy Hiller in a film tion derby championship at Isand
syndicate
WEDNESDAY
ard
of
girl
a
drama
suspense
1969's
a
outsmart
crime
8:00
to
network
Carl Tipton
Saturday on the CBS
D. H. Lawrence's lip, N. Y., and examines the
on
based
a
of
the
against
life
scheming
(R).
8:30 Hot Dog
Heaven's Jubilee
NBC's "The Men From Shifrom Miami Beach, Fla.
chances of two new pro football
).
"The
R
(
novel
9;
9:00 Jambo
Greek Service
ABC has another Tom Jones NBC's "Bonanza," Orphan rich invalid (R).
loh" at 7:30 pm. has "The The Dean Martin summer re- coaches, Dan Devine and Tom9
movie
at
Rifle;"
is
ABC
1967's
The
Gold-Plated
and
9:30 Herald of Truth
Thursday,
Killer." The Virginian
summer special
attending "Who's Minding The Store?" Town
placement show hosted by Vic my Prothro.
10:00 This is the Life Oral Roberts
a documentary about Puerto Jamie rebels against
challenges an outlaw who con- Demme for NBC at 10 features NBC at 7:30 replaces the Anstarring Jim Hutton and Dorothy trols a town (111.
10:30 Qiurch Service Faith For Today
Ricans on the same evening. school (R ).
II has
singer Don Cherry and comedi- dy Williams reruns with "NBC
11:00
Film
On Thursday, NBC introduces The ABC movie at starring Provine in a comedy about
on
Show"
O'Connor
Des
"The
enne Donna Jean Young (R ), Adventure Theater." First item
Road,"
the
U.
mind
(R).
S.
raiding
The
For
11:30 Worship
Face the Nation
a summer musical variety se- "Two
Finney
9
at
features
comedians
NBC
At 10:30 ABC has a half-hour is "Corridor 400," with Suzanne
Albert
12:00 Meet he Press Up & Coining
ries starring the Carpenters, Audrey Hepburn,
tUESDAY
mar"Strangers In Pleshette and Theodore Bikel in
Joe
Baker.
and
Callas
Charlie
documentary,
young
a
about
story
a
in
team,
Movie
12:30 Newsmakers
singing
brother - sister
Puerto a story about exposing a narLand—The
Own
Their
(R).
ABC's
"The
Mod
couple
7:30
Squad,"
ried
1:00 Sugarfoot
backed by guest stars.
The "Medical Center" epi10;
are cotics ring (R).
Islanders
CBS,
the
How
Ricans".
Palace,"
p.m.; "Welcome To Our City; sode on CBS at 9 is one in
1:30
Highlights (all times EDT un- "The ICE
guest, a boy's long-lost father is found
to living on the "The Val Doonican Show" on
adapt
to
Lawrence;
helped
Carol
hostess
repeat):
2:00 Lost In Space
for
"R"
less noted;
which a youth's condition is
ABC at 8:30 features Burl Ives,
to be in the loan shark rack- suspected of being due to a mainland.
Godfrey Cambridge.
2:30
SUNDAY
Cribbins and Antonia
Bernard
FRIDAY
MONDAY
•
et (R).
3:00 Tarzan
of a fall (RI.
The CBS movie at 8: 1967's
fare "Make Your Kind of Music" beating instead
Chaparral"
High
"The
the
NBC's
is
Finney"
"Uncle
George
3:15
Diamonds,"
"Jack of
at 8:30 screens
on "Gunsmoke" for CBS at is a new one-hour music-variety In "The Return" on ABC's at 7:30 p.m. has "Generation". NBC's movie
3:JU
The AshFrom
"Return
takes
at
artist
1865's
an
"The
as
9:30
Immortal"
Ben
ability
Blue's
the
rob
to
series on NBC at 8; co-hosts
7:30 p.m. A scheme
4:110 Bowling
es,- starring Maximilian Schell
Dodge City freight office (II are a brother - sister singing 'Richards visits his home and him from the Ranch (R).
4:31 Adam-12
"NBC Comedy Theater, at 8; combo, Richard and Karen Car- learns his foster father has "The Interns" on CBS at 7:30 and Samantha Egger in a story
4:45
Language:" Nanette penter, and trumpet star Al been arrested for attempted has an episode in which three about a woman presumed dead
Comment
Court Clerk Marvin Harris in- "In Any
separate incidents keep the hos- in a Nazi concentration camp
Ricardo Montalban, Hirt. Herb Alpert is guest star. murder (R).
gbray,
5:30 News
r
-Wa
clude the following compiled
who returns home to find bet
about
story
pital staff busy (R1.
a
in
of
"Movie
Forsythe
,
the
Week"
ABC's
'
John
8:00 Scene at Six
THURSDAY
the'Leff of the Ledger and Times.
in danger (R).
Game"
The
estate
Of
star
Name
"The
comedy
musical
former
Man
Who
"The
Old
a
8
at screens
6:30 Disneyland
They are:
career Cried Wolf." Edward G. Robin- "Tom Jones...In Cool Coun- on NBC at 8:30 has "Seek And CBS preempts "Mannix" for
her
rekindle
to
trying
7:00
Frank
to
Tommy Alexander
son in tale about a man who try" is a one-hour musical spe- Destroy." Invetigation of the the finals of the Miss Universe
7:30 Red Skelton
Geneva and an old romance (R).
and
Rougemont
Good
Very
A
Was
"It
ABC's
can't convince anyone that he cial on ABC at 7:30 p.m., with mysterious death of a noted sci- beauty pageant at Miami
8:00 Bonanza
Rougemont, two lots in Murray.
Beach.
Mel Torme has witnessed a murder (R). Charley Pride and Nina and entist (R).
Host
8:30;
Year,"
E.
8:30
Joyce
and
Brooks
Joe D.
9:00 Bold Ones
Brooks to William 0. Harris and
10:00 Scene at Ten
Nell Ruth Ware Harris, tract of
10:30 Tonight Show
land in Calloway County.
11:00
Frances Wrye to E. Owen
Billington and Dan Shipley, lot
11:30
and portion of another lot in
12:00
Henry Addition in Murray.
Shellie Lamb to Shellie Lamb,
Sue Wilson and Seldon Lamb,two
Country Journal
5:45
tracts of land in Calloway
News
6:00 Morning Show
County.
Morning Watch
6:30
Ruth Beale Kennedy to J. W.
7:00 Today Show
Coleman and Josie Coleman, lot
8:00
In Murray.
Romper Room
Mike Douglas
8:30
R. & R. Development Co. to
Hazel
9:00 Dish's Place
Ray Roberts and Ramona
Hillbillies
Concentration
9:30
Roberts, lot in Canterbury
Gourmet
Family Affair
10:00 Sale of
Estates.
That Girl
10:30 Hollywood Squares Love of Life
Lakeway Shores, Inc. to
Bewitched
Where Heart Is
11:00 Jeopardy
H. Biggs and Evelyn G.
Bynum
World
Apart
omorrow
Search-T
11:30 Who, What Where
two lots in Lakeway
Biggs,
All My Children
News
12:00 Noon Show
Shores Subdivision.
Singing Cony.
12:06
Fulton E. Young and Irene C.
As The World TurnsLet's Make A Deal
12;30
to Earl F. Ragan and
Young
Game
1:00 Days of Our Lives Splendored Thing Newlywed
L. Ragan, lot in Wiswell
Virginia
Dating Game
Guiding Light
1:30 Doctors
Estates Subdivision.
Hosp.
Gen.
Storm
World
Secret
2:00 Another
Affidavit of Descent of Domus
One Life
Edge of Night
2:30 Bright Promise
who died on or around
Parker
Dark Shadows
Comer Pyle
3:00 Another World
May 7, 1965 leaving Opal Parker,
Show
Lucy
-Brides
Island
Come
Gilligan's
Here
3:30
his widow,as heir along with Dan
Dan Boone
Movie
4:00
Parker, L. K. Parker, Edwin
4:30 Wild, Wild West
Parker, Janice Allbritton, and
5:00
Ricky Rickman.
Weather
5:25 News
IL H. Williams to Sid Easley
5:3o News
and Melissa Easley, lot in
News
'4 6:00 Scene at Six
Williams Subdivision.
Let's Make A Deal
Gunsmoke
4:30 Red Skelton
James W. Walton and Ann
Game
Newlywed
it 7:00 Laugh In
Walton to Elmer Kelley and Susie
It Was-Very Gd. Yr. Kelly, lots in Kentucky Lake
Here's Lu
7:30
.Movie
Mayberry
8:00 Movie
Development Subdivision.
DorIs Day
• Shop early . . . be the first to select your coat in the price group you prefer.
8:30
Dan Parker, Nancy Parker, L.
Carol Bun
9:00
Choice of a TRUCKLOAD OF WINTER COATS. Unusually large selection
K. Parker, Judy Parker, Edwin
News
10:00 Scene at Ten
Parker, Janice Allbritton,
in each price group . . everyone the nevvesi and smartest in style and fabric
Movie
10:30 Tonight Show
Jimmy Allbritton, Ricky RickMany are fur trimmed.
man, and Opal Parker to Ray
BLIGHT SPREADS
Rolfe and Evelyn Rolfe, 10 acres
on Cherry-Pottertown Road.
—The
(UPI)
WASHINGTON
Step into thrJohn B. Watts and Laverne
corn blight, now reported in Watts to Frank Zupan and Rose
W on rifrful
parts of 29 states, continues to Zupan, lots in Kentucky Lake
be classified as only a light Development Subdivision.
Infestation, according to the Hervie R. Henderson and Lolla
latest government reports.
J. Henderson to Joe W. HenBut the Agriculture Depart- derson and Helen L.
Henderson,
of the
the
on
bulletin
weekly
ment's
of land on east side of Hightract
VoyQçersmE0Afttit situation said there are increas- way 641 North.
ing reports of pockets of Circararna Properties Inc., to
moderate to severe infection Noble Suiter and Lola Sinter, lot
DAYTONA BEACH and
further evidence that the In Bagwell Manor Subdivision.
potentially destructive disease Power of Attorney of Marilyn
`\
has started to spread from field Dandrea
given to nichoias A.
to field.
Dandrea, as of June 26, 1971.
Bring your lighthearted spirit . we
supply everything else to romp or
rest by the sparkling sea!
SMART FABRICS beautiful wool tweeds, friezes. 1007
•All MOMS & SUR'S are
cashmeres, lustrous,fun furs. nuhbies, ribs, camel hairs,petti points, shetlands, and others.
oceanfront and have Private
Rich colors and patterns.
balconies

A fabulous truckload of

WINTER COATS!

Choose from more than 300 of the
FINEST SELECTIONS of All New 1971-1972 styles and
FABRICS ... including PANT COATS and WOOL PANT SUITS!

EVERY COAT SPECIALLY
SittE PRIM)
PURGIIASID
FOR THIS GREAT ANNUAL SALE

FLORIDA
WORLD

* STARTS TUESDAY, JULY 20th *
FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY!!

2.00 Holds Your Selection On Lay-A-Way

•Petite •Junior •Missy •Half Size
THESE

• 2 Olympic pools,
1100 ft. of private beach
•Color TV, phones, room service
• Air conditioned& heated
• Dining room, lounge, coffee shop
• Golf & Tennis privileges
•9 hole putting green
• Game room, shuffleboard,4taby
sitter service
• Planned entertainment
• Across from shopping center,
bowling, theatre
• Near Jai Alai, Dog !facing,
Auto Racing
• Great deep sea fishing
Write for free brochure, rates.
Credit cards Ramrod:
Americas Express, Diners Club,
Bank Americard. Master Charge

w,
0

:Or my... writra anatts News; Wmr.i averts
Interns
:31 WW1 Chafterral
Interne
High Chimaera!
Moyle:
IPA Name IS GOTS
"Man el •
Thouland F*an"
Stem. of Game
,

7 :«
A
1••

:0 News, WM,, Sports New, rv rrir
Perry Meson
:0 Tallinn

Sow,s It Takes • Thtel
II Takes • Thief

Jest* one Pussycats
Harlem Glopetrottets

V

I unseen M Joann.'
Briley Bunch
Nanny IL Professor
Partrklipe Family
That Girt
Odd Cowie

'"'I
1:ae7"'"C"
.=:1
tZ71r.

Jerry Lewis Sn Awn
14ef• Come Olificklarit

IS..'..
=

°gager
111A01 MOTEL
MMMMM
v MMMMM r Deice Motel Oceanfront
2424 ft Atlantic Ave , Dept
Settees Beech, flarlda

A
U
paw,
_

$•

IS mews: *inv.: Mows News. Whie
seams Untamed World
30 And, WIMisms
Mission. limsussibN
Lawrence Welt
Misslin impossible
Lawrence Welk
My Three Sons
Vet 040nICiin
.11 • MilthipMers"
Arne*
Dellnieeri
Mary 'sow Moor/
Mov4.

Remember - You only have
a limited time to buy
before the truck leaves
c4./cc I / ar/i• . . . f)(1).,%si NW/
C our or r
1,'la Sulef Nor,
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Sucker Control Recommendations
Given for burley Tobacco Fields

4-H Rally And Style Show Held In Clinton

LLAINGTON, Ky.—Systemic prevent sucker growth, are
chemicals still give the best absorbed into tobacco plants
sucker control, results of tests through the leaves. Contact
conducted on burley tobacco last chemicals, with control sucker
year at the University of Ken- growth by killing the sucker
tucky College of Agriculture buds, must come in contact with
showed.
the buds to be effective.
Both types of sucker control
chemicals
available—sytemic Smiley and Atkinson give these
and the newer contact—were suggestions based on the UK
tested, according to Dr. J. H. tests, for use of sucker control
Smiley, UK Extension tobacco chemicals.
specialist, and W. 0. Atkinson, Spray tobacco for sucker
UK agronomist, with the control—with either systemic or
University of Kentucky College of contact chemicals—while the
Agriculture.
plants are still growing. The best
In each test, the systemic time to spray is when the plants
chemicals gave the best control, are in the early-bloom stage, just
JUNIOR SPEECH AND DEMONSTRATION WINNERS—First
but the yield and leaf quality of before or just after topping, For
crops sprayed with each type of good results, don't wait until top row, left to right, Gail Tucker, Laura Jarett, Debbie Elrod, Susan
chemical were about the same. growth stops or until suckers are Downs, Susan Adams, Ronnie Adams. Second row, Krit Stubblefield, Jeff Smith, Rita Farmer, Days Edwards, Cindy
Applying the chemicals more more than 2 inches long.
O'Conners. Third Row, JoBeth Norwood, Jimmy Burkeen, Carla
than once or using more than
recommended amounts did not A systemic chemical should be Coughlin and Lisa Jackson.
give any better control.
sprayed on as fine mist. Tip
Alexander won the Senior
Systemic chemicals, used to leaves that will be harvested The Purchase Area 4-H Rally clothing demonstration division
Review
Style
held
was
should be at least 6-8 inches long and
and Kathy Stubblefield won the
Thursday, July 1, at the Central
when this spraying is done.
girls senior speech division.
Apply a contact chemical as a Elementary School at Clinton, The Style Review was held
Kentucky.
very coarse spray. Apply enough
after the Rally Day activities.
so the chemical solution runs Thee were fifty-seven 4-hers Calloway County came througj
down the stalk and wets all the entered in the speeches and with three of the eight division
demonstration contests and
sucker buds.
winners. Debra Tucker was
One spraying,if properly done, forty-eight contestants in the winner in the skirt division. Janet
using either systemic or contact Style Review.
Usrey was rinner in the first
'checmicals, is usually all that is In the Jr. Demonstration dress division and Jill Falwell
needed. However, if rain falls division, Laura Jarrett was won the skirt and blouse division
Now Offers
within a few hours after a winner in photography and Jo Meleia Spann received a blue
systemic spray has been used, a Beth Norwood was winner in award for her entry in pla)
second spraying may be entomology. Stephanie Wyatt clothes. Karen
Alexander
necessary. Since
contact was second in the Clothing received a blue award for her
chemicals kill suckers quickly demonstration.
mix and match entry and Becky
after coming in contact with the
In the Jr. Speech Division, Gail Scull received a blue award for
buds, you can see results within a Tucker was winner in the 10 year her eyeing dress entry.
few hours when this type spray is old girls, Sandra Stark won the 12 Eleven out of seventeen entries
Phone 1534119
used.
year old girls, Krit Stubblefield from Calloway County were
won the 12 year old boys division. winners and all the other entries
Jimmy Burkeen won the 13 year were blue ribbon awards.
old boys division and Dianne The demonstration winners
Harrison received a blue award will be competing in the State
for her participation in the 13 competition during the State
year old girls division. Karen Fair,August 18-28.

MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE

FRIDAY—JULY 16, 1971

1

WASHINGTON (UPI)! A
group of welfare organizations and individuals has
filed suit here to enjoin the
Secretary of the Treasury
and head of the Internal
Revenue Service I IRSi from
granting tax exemptions to
private hospitals which refuse to admit and treat persons unable to pay in advance for services.
The class action suit,
filed in U.S District Court.

The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.
We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That Way, they tell us
what to do.,They decide who is really going
to run our operation.
It's a great arrangement. We end up
being owned and operated by the people
who need—and use
service. So we
know all about their special money needs.
Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
help, medical bills, educational expenses.
And we know how to tailor repayment programs to their production and income.
Talk Over your money needs—any season of the year—with a seasoned money
pro: the man at PCA.

Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association
Keys Keel, Office Manager
305 North 4th Street
Phone 753-5602

LEXINGTON,
Ky.— manufacturing the harvester,
Kentucky's already burgeoning once research is completed,"
cucumber crop may get another Smith said.
shot in the arm in the near The pickle picker uses hooks
future, thanks to junior and arranged on a conveyor-like
senior agricultural engineering tread to pick the plants from the
students at the University of ground,then shake the fruit from
Kentucky College of Aviculture. the vine. Using this method.
The students, with the able Smith said, the cucumbers will
assistance of UK agricultural not be damaged.
engineers, have designed a In addition to developing a
prototype of a cucumber har- workable
prototype,
UK
vester that could enable Ken- researchers have also been busy
tucky farmers
to double the developing a variety of cucumber
state's cucumber acreage, which that will be adapted for haris now about 2,500 acres. This vesting by the new machine.
could mean income to Kentucky's According to Dr. Max
pickle growers, who just last Fogelman, vegetable breeding
year pocketed above average specialist at UK, research at the
earnings. In fact, some 250 to 300 University has developed a dwarf
Kentucky cucumber growers cucumber plant
which has
made over $1,000 per acre this characteristics needed for
past growing season.
harvesting mechanically.
According to Edward M. The new cucumber variety
Smith, UK agricultural engineer, produces fruits which set at the
the designs of the machine is same time, making a lesser
"pretty far along."
number of harvesting runs
"There is a commercial possible. The new plant
also
company
interested
in produces a stem which breaks off
at the fruit, and each plant
produces five or six fruits, instead of the usual two or three.
"With the new plant, farmers
can set out as many as 50,000 to
60,000 plants per acre, compared
to 20,000 with the conventional
varieties," Dr. Fogelman said.
The only problem with the new
variety is that the quality of the
fruit is not up to the recognized
standard, but research, which
began six years ago,is continuign
and the variety may be available
to farmers in about three years,
Fogelman said.
The cucumber picker is expected to sell for about $2,500
when it is finally released to the
public. Smith noted that the
machine could be bought by
individuals or owned and
operated jointly.
"One thing's for sure," Smith
said, "there's a ready market for
the harvester in Kentucky."

Don't Scratch That Itch!
USE ITCH-ME-NOT—
IN JUST IS MINUTES, if the itch
needs scratching. your 59c bock
at any drug counter. Quick-drying
ITCH-ME-NOT quiets itch la ntlnutes; kills germs to speed healing. Fine
I., eczema. insect bites, foot itch,
NOW a,
other .l.-..'•.
Holland Drug Co.

FRIDAY, JULY 16th — 8:00 P.M.
Advance Tickets 12, 13 & 14 at Scott Drugs on Chestnut, and
Chuck's Music Center—At The Gate 12.50, 13.50 & 14.50
Children under 12, 11.00; Children Under 6, FREE
IN CASE OF RAIN: North Marshall High School
Mail Order Tickets: Make Money Order payable to:
David Ford Productions,
P. 0. Box 40156,
Nashville, Tennessee

E m manual
Morning Worshii
Evening Worshii

Wm
Morning Worshii
Evening Worshil

First I
Morning Worshii
Evening Worshi;

Win
Morning Worths
Evening Worshi,

Nor
Morning Worthl
Evening Worshi

Sinkin
Morning Worth
Evening Worth'

HAZEL CAFE

Nate
Morning Worth
Evening Worshi

PoOlo
Morning Worth
Evening Worst',

and Try Our
STYLE REVIEW WINNERS—Winners in the Purchase Area 4H Se,le Review held In Clinton July 1 are left to right, front row,
Janet I,srey, Debra Tucker, Jill Falwell, LaVerda Young and,
back row, Marta Moon, Phyllis Hunt, Patricia Allyson, and
Valerie Allysoa.

—Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
—Country Hams and Steaks
—All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
6 a.m. to 10 o.m.,7 days a week
— J.C. GALLIMORE —

NOTICE
CITIZENS
of

MURRAY

SENIOR DIVISION WINNERS—The Senior Division winners
at the 4-H Rally and Style Review are,front row, left to right, Gall
Amonett, Mark Edwards, and Pam Henderson and, back row,
Karen Alexander, Tommy Scruggs, Ricky Turner and Kathy
Stubblefield.

Effective July 19, the City Street Department
will no longer pick up tree limbs and old building
materials, but will continue to pick up shrubbery
trimmings. Grass clippings, leaves, etc., should
be placed in boxes or other containers for easy
handling.
It is the desire of the City to continue the curb
pick-up service. However, personnel and
equipment limitations prevent the pick-up of tree
limbs and old building materials.
City

of

Murray

°rev
Morning Worth
Evening Worsh

Bloc
Morning Worth
Evening Worsh

Kirksa
— Morning Worsh
Evening
Worshl
4s
,
/
Memor
I
,Morning Worshi
Evening Worshi

Now Mt. Car
.
1 Morning Worthi
i Evening Wor

;

Flint
Morning Worth
Evening Worsh

Cher,
Morning Worsh
Evening Worsh
Elm
1 Morning Worsh
Evening Worsh

Saler
" Morning Worsh
Evening Worth

Chri
First
vvorshlp Ser‘.,c

Murray
4orshp Serv,cel

DriVe'a Datsum.
then decide.

TID WELL

1210 Main 1\1/1

The Busintii

Ulm

Ti
Dor

Stokes Trt

The PORTER WAGONER
SHOW

KAINTUCK TERRITORY

SCOM
Worship Service
Evening vrorshq

COME TO

David Ford Productions Presents ...

BUS TOLL RISES
RAWALPINDI, Pakistan
(UPI)—A handful of passengers
who survived a crash by an
overloaded bus said today the
death toll in the accident could
run as high as 80.
Officials estimated earlier
that 50 persons were killed
Tuesday when the bus plunged
off a steep grade near Kalam,
a hill resort 230 miles north of
Rawalpindi, and fell into the
Swat River. Only 11 persons
were rescued, all of them
seriously injured. Three o
them later died.
So far 28 bodies have been
recovered, sonic of them as fa
as 30 miles downstream in the
river

Bat

Tired of Your Own Cooking?

AIR
CONDITIONING
SERVICE

Cucumber Harvester May
Give Pickle Growers Aid

also seeks an order declar•
ing the rights of poor persons to obtain services
withcut charge from private hospitals which receive federal tax exemptions as "charitable" institutions.

Demand hospitals
'treat the poor'

PAGE SEVEN

Massey-I
Industri,

H
lirirsta
Cair
Ambassador
Five

To
P,

Pal
Datsun took the ugly out of 'economy and put the performance in.
Our customers stimulated our determined attention to detail, craftsmanship.
They literally drove us into a new dimension of small car quality .. .
That's why with all 7 Datsun models we can lay it on the line and say:
"Drive a Datsun ... Then decide!"

DATSUN

Five

Freed
Healing
5tH .it

Boone

PRODUCT OF NISSAN

Lassiter-McKinney Datsun
* Open Evenings Till 8:00 *
So. 12th Street
Phone 753-7114

Randy'
Air Conditionin

Se,

L6, 1971
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Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
730p.m.
West Fork
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Itch!

r—
th• itch
tc back
4-drying
in minutia.. Fine
cot itch.
•t

11 a.m.
6:30p.m.

First Baptist
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 30 p.m.
Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

him
11 p.m .

Northside
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a.M.
7 p.m.

Sinking Springs
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.
Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.
Poplar Springs
Morning Worship
11 a.m .
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
Grace Baptist
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Blood River
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a.m.
6:30p.m.

Kirksay Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.
Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
10:50•.m.
Evening Worship
6:30
New Mt. Carmel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship 6 30 p.m.
Flint Baptist
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7 30 p m
Evening Worship

ent
ing
E..ry
uld
isy

irb
nd
-ee

Nazarene

Scotts Grove
Worship Service
11:03 am.
Evening worship
7:30p.m.

insti-

Cherry Corner
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a m
7p m

Elm Grove
Morning worship
Evening Worship

11 a.m
7p m

Salem Baptist
Ilam
Morning Worship
7:15p.m
' Evening Worship

er

=meek

Christian

I

First Christian
Worship Services
10:30a m .7
p in
Murray Christian
Worship Services 10:45 a.m., 7p.m.

as
'
AAA AA a a

Church Of Christ

Murray Church
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Service
11 a.m
Locust Grove Church
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m

Pentecostal
United, 310 lrvan Ave.
Sunday School
10 a.m
Evening Worship
7 p.m
United, New Concord
Sunday School
10 crri.
Woi ship Services 11 a m.,7 p.m.
Calvary Temple
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Services
11 a.m., 7:30
m
First Assembly Of God
Church School
10:00
Worship Service
11.00

Methodist

Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a.m. 1st
Sunday, 10 a.m. 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel United
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Service
I 1 a.m.
Sail% Pie/1mi Grove
Morning Worship
10.45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
Good Shepherd United
930 a.m.
Worship Service
a.m.
Sunday SehSchooltO 30
Brook's Chapel united
Worship services at 9:30 a.m. 1st
& 2nd Sundays, 11 a.m. 3rd
Sunday, Si 6 p.m. 4th Sunday.
Bethel United
Worship Services at 11 a.m 1st
and 4th Sundays, 6:30 p.m. 2nd
Sunday, & 9 . 30 a.m. 3rd Sunday
Independence United
Worship services at 7 p.m. 1st &
3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd Sunday,
9• 30 a.m. 4th Sunday
Kirksey United
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7:00p.m.
Coldwater United
Church School
10:00
Worship Service
11:00

University
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

PA OA PA PA PA Agyii PPPPP qPIPRPI

.
. PA PAP

10:30 a.m

6:00p.m.

Green Plain
Morning worship
Evening Worship

10:45a.m.

7 p.m.
West Murray
Morning Worship
10 50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6p.m.
Union Grove
Morning Worship
10 50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 30 p.M.
Seventh & Poplar
Worship Service
i040 a.m.
Evening Service
6 p.m.
New Concord
Morning Service
10:50a.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Plesant Valley
Morning Worship
him.
Evening Worship
6 p.M.

Presbyterian
Liberty Cumberland
10 a.m.
Sunday Scnool
11 a.m.
Worship Service
North Plesant Grove
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Worship Service
Oak Grove
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7 p.m.
Mount Plesant
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7 p.m.
Evening Worship
First Presbyterian
9:30a.m.
Church School
Worship Service
10:45 a.m.

Denominations

....„.......„
re-

Other
Denominations

,.....„.„

FAITH. That simple faith of our fathers is still the strongest force on the face of the
earth "It has the highest batting average for good," says outfielder Carl Yastrzemski,
Boston Red Sox triple crown winner in 1967 and American League Batting champion in
1968. "I believe that God goes to bat for and with a fellow when the
\
going gets rough. He adds power and purpose to everything I undertake.
This knowledge, coupled with my faith in all people, especially my
team mates, has helped me field some of the toughest problems of my life."

Temple Hill United
10 am.
Mornino Worship
11 a.m.
Sunday School
First Methodist
Worship
845& 10:50a.m.

C 4 5191.19914111.81A,A OA

New Providence
Morning Worship
11 a.m
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.

Church of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
10 a.m.
Sunday School

St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass Ba m .11 a m .4 30
Russells Chapel United
pm
Sunday School
*a.m. Saturday Mass
6:30 p.m.
Christian Science
Morning Worship
11 a.m
11 a.m.
Worship Serv.ce
'...oshan Methodist
Jehovah's Witnesses
Wor.hip Services at 11 a.m. 1st &
10.30 a.m.
Watchtower
lre Sundays, 7 p.m. 2nd & 4th
9:30 a.m.
Bible Lecture
Si ndays
Lynn Grove
Way man Chapel A.M.E.
Worship Service at 9 45 a.m. 1st
11 a.m., 7 p.m
WOrShup ServtCeS
S. 3rd Sundays, 11 a m 2nd & atti
Sunday
Si. John's Episcopal
Coles's Camp Ground
Sunday School
10:15 a.m.
Worship Service at 11 a m. 2nd
Morning Worship
9:15 a.m.
Sunday, 10.4$ a m 4th Sunday
Immanuel Lutheran
9 15 a m.
Dexter-Hardin United
Sunday School
4
,30 a m
Morning Worship
Worship Service 10:00 a.m.
1st & 2nd Sundays, 11:00 a.m.
Seventh Day Adventist
3rd & 4th Sunday, 6:30 P.m.
10:00 a.m.
Sabbath School
1st & 3rd & 4th Sunday
9:30 a m.
Worship Service

CLIFFORD'S GULF SERVICE

To Yastrzemski, the 1967 Red Sox were the epitome of power.
They won the pennant. "In a sea of doubt, we believed we could and we
were. The enthuastic support from our Winter Haven training
center and our loyal New England fans spelled
the difference in many close games." With all men God spells the
difference between victory and defeat in the closest game of all,
the game of life.

TID WELL PAINT & FLOOR
COVERING

"Yes, I believe in an Omnipresent Power, the greatness of America, 0.0101 G0111 ow/• dee, MI NAM
and the goodness of people. My personal family and my Red Sox
family all find comfort, strength and
happiness when we worship together.

,•-•••
,••.•••, 5,11%.
11. 331 - 1.; Woo..

This Page Sponsored Through The Courtesy of the Following Businesses:

"
I
Benjamin

-for where your treasure is, there will your heart be aka"

Ph 153-3019

Is

sha

1534357
new 753.111•40

WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICE
The Businessman's Choice For Fine Printing

403 Maple St. -:- Murray, Kentucky

Local Churches
Welcome Visitors

Dunn TV & Appliance

Take Your Children

To Church . . .
Don't Send Them
IL

Implement Co.

Massey-Ferguson Sales and Service
Industrial Road
Phone 753 1.119

Compliments

COMMERCIAL

Sales and Service
Admiral - Tappan - Whirlonni
Phone 753-3037
118 South 12th

of

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
On Hwy. NI at Aurora
Phone 474-2202

Grecian Steak House

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Complete Banking Service - Member FDIC
500 Main Phone 753 3231
Firanch Office So rth St Story - 753 6655

Buildings
S,trIel/
•

Cain

a

Top Quality Used Cars

vivc Points

Phript• 753-6448

"It's Finger Lickin' Good"
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham SandwichS
Sycamore at 12th
Call In Orders 753 7101.

Florarers for All Occasions
Member F.T.D.
753-3Z1
502 N. 4th St.

Phone 753 2202

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.

Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine

Grain Division
E W (hill ini S l i o
Holmes Eli. \I .
753 8220
I'

Your .1roltrison Motors Dealer
Sales, Parts, Service - Complete Boating Supplies
DI E at Murray Bait Co.
Phone 753 3734

1

Shirley Florist

Colonial

House

Smorgasbord

A Choice Selection of Relishes
Salads
- Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service
Open Sundays

All Your Fei littler Needs" '
NIurro. h
Ilium. 7.0 1933

"For

Hwy. 641 ',.,-'

K.N ,Roo,

Mears

Dtvt

•cive-iln

ddi and cSycamots
MURRAY. KENTUCKY

.
.
l'r, s%'

Ph. 753-7793

.

Plumbing-Electric
Sales and Service

Sam Calhoun

215 No. 4th Street

Phone 7534892
t

I

Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.

Attend The Church
of
Your Choice

Mr 8. Mrs. Wm, A. Jones, owners
—Custom made drapes, latest in fabrics
—Furniture a Auto Upholstery
Ph. 153-1494
6065. 4th

.
5/
C A P P0
ial

Ktothickil fried &elm
Ambassador- Hornet- Matador- Gremlin- Jeep

1415 Main Street

Peck's Upholstery & Fabric Shop

Put first things first,
Attend Church

Phone 753-1675

I

Bowling Al Its Seat — Fine Feed

,

RESIDENTIAL

621 So. 4th

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

TOM ANDREWS • YOUR HOST
Steaks - Chops - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: Mon., Sirloin %oak - Tue., Itilineye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin- Thurs., Chicken - Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext. 641 Call In Orders to 753-4419

leirpAca
ilotors n
Treas Motor Sales

Edwin Cain Construction Co.

Sue & Charlie's Restaurant

I

Stokes Tractor

YOU IN THE CHURCH
THE CHURCH IN YOU
o•••••••••e•••••• Ow god 11. ...pi

IEKR Ni

Five Points

moore paints

1

An investment.in Your Future

Prim neck 4111.6.11101iiipary
saldok.
We gives a R Green Stamps

1210 Main
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Baptist

eClar' per-VICeS
priI re.

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

Building Sleeks & Ready Mix Cancrete
East Main Street

Moir ";.i3 Dli12

Phonc 753 2700

Phone 7513540

-I

I

Palace Drive-In
rive Points

Phone 753 7992

Dodson. Owner

Jas D. (lepton- Div.

Southsid,e Restaurant

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish - Fri. and Sal
Plate Lunches Daily - Banquet Room Facilities
for Churches. Clubs and All Social Meetings
753 3892
So Side Manor Shopping Center

Heating - Sheet Metal • Air Conditioning
Plum, 711 4832
8th ,it Chestnut

Agency
t
Residential co„„.., .- al Farm
Building Lots
Buying
Selling Leasio,;
oi•
Lake Prpoy
and Lk

HOGS BOUGHT DAILY
LY

Wm. E.

Boone's Incorporated

Storey's Food Giant

The Cleaner That's Interested In You

Bel Air Shopping Center

Guy Spann
Real Estate

•

L
Murrayivestock
Co.
Sale Every Tuesday at 1 p.m. • Ph. 153-5334

1105 Pogue

Tire Dealer

Oil-. I-. of S 12th

Phone 753 1480

Complete Service
718 Soot,

IP ,

Shop

Air Conditioning -Healing-Commercial Ftitfrigeration

Service Through Knowledge
F'none 753 8181
ChestnJt

..:0
Alo,

South 2nd St

Plumbing, Hratwq and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Pcsidential — Sates 4, Service
Repo rs A 1,0.1:lotion — Gas & Sen.—
Phone Thum
501 N. 4th

Nanny Penny Chicken - Pizza
Spaghetti
Free Delivery on Orders of 52 00 Or More
12th & Chestnut
Phon- ;:).1 2997
—

Murray

AsEsa

No 4th Street

Phone 7S3-192I

Cal. and Mrs. Th
- amas Brown.
Phone

Ward -Elkins
RCA Victor
403 M ii ply

Closed t:bn Sunday
W illem 46. Products.

Lynhurst Resort

ME 753-3571

Owners

436-2345 and 436-5376

Roberts Realty

Maytag
Phone 753 1, 13

Frigidaire -

',1.1RPAY

Claude Vaughn

Trenholm's Drive-In

66

251) DISTRIBUTOR OF GULP PRODUCTS
Tires—Batteries—Accessories

Murray Sport & Marine
E vim uti,• f3lastron— Tidecraft
PolarKratt Starcraft—Boat Campers

MIPS

Lovett Bros.

Carroll Tire Service
,Royal
Your Ur

Hendon's Service Station

Your Nappy Shopping Store
114 50. Rh
753-3773

I

r
Randy Thornton Service Co.

el3elk

Hoyt Roberts - Realtors - Ray Roberts

4

Phone 753 1651

505 W Main - Nate 753-3824

Complete Auto Repair

Melt
liii

The Ledger & Times

GEORGE DOWDY, OWNER

I GO

‘,
2
“
j

it N

7th

Ph 753 5868
—

• ••••-•
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Hospital Report

Inmates Man Data Processing Division At Eddyville Prison

Two Murrayans
Enrolled, MSU
Art Workshop

printmaking.
Jackson said the workshops are
"designed to allow the artminded high school student to
improve his ability as a creative
artist and to test the possibilities
of art as a professional career."

Jul) 13, 1971
ADULTS 107
ents
departm
to
advantages
FRANKFORT, Ky.-ThirtyY $
NURSER
ing,"
needing data process
five inmates of the Kentucky
continued. "Through
ht
Cartwrig
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
State Penitentiary at Eddyville
the work of inmates operating 21
Girl Manning (Mrs.
report daily, like workers punBaby
verifier
10
key punch and
junior at
ching a clock, to operate the key machines on a pay-acale basis,
?dews Gail Manning), Rt. 1, Karen Hendon, a
Beck.*
and
High,
Murray
s
machine
verifier
(Mrs.
and
Gibson
Boy
punch
jorasey, Baby
e's unit offers agencies
Eddyvill
e of
graduat
1971
a
,
Terhune
on's
which comprise the instituti
maragret Faye Gibson), Rt. 2,
one-half the regular price
Murray High, are among 43
Murray.
modern data processing division. charged by private firms la
189,
Box
students from two states vitt
Functioning since 1968, the
DISMISSALS
punch data cards."
high interest and aptitude in 'art
a
on
s
operate
division
Mrs. Wilma Laverne Outland,
Additionally, moss state
of two High
businesslike basis and actively agencies have a backlog of
maw, Dwain Frank McIntosh, enrolled in the first
Art Workshops
Honors
School
Mrs.
Treva
Beth
competes with private industry processing that doesil can for
Murray,
Rt. 7,
State.
for data processing contracts longterm
with
Mathis, 1709A Wells Ext., this sununer at Murray
contracts
The workshop began July 5 and
Rt.5,
Henry
with state agencies.
WIliot,
John
inThe
Murray,
processing firms.
July 16, with a
Contracting with several state stitution's data processing
Murray, Mrs. Lucy Mae Colson, will run through
d July 19schedule
c
session
second
Econimi
like
ents
departm
Rt. 2, Murray,. Mrs. Emma
division can eliminate this back30. Workshops this summer mark
Security, Mental Health, High5,
Rt.
Benton.
Baker,
basis.
America
rm
short-te
log on a
the 11th year the art department
ways, Education and Health for There is also a small margin of
Edwork,
at Murray State has sponsored
ing
process
data
error involved in data processing
Lanier an the time
the program_
dyville's computer workload work performed by the inmates
--Thirty-five inmates of the
MADISON, Wig. (U PI)Students representing Ken:remains at maximum capacity at Eddyville. IBM cards are INMATE PROCESSING
Eddyville man daily
The University of Wisconsin tucky, Tennessee and Missouri
.,practically every month, said checked and double checked by Kentucky State Penitentiary at
has reacted to were selected by the art
comprise the
in iladison
:Alion Cartwright, director of the the inmates as a result of the pay the key punch and verifier machines that
degree realtering
h
by
the
Throug
.
division
change
ing
ing
process
workshop
department for
ion's data process
*stitution's data
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scale established at the in- institut
curricul
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quiremen
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le's data process
after making aphips
Eddyvil
,
scholars
inmates
the
of
work
stitution.
the Collet of Letters and plications from their high
numerous contracts of Inmates working in the data sion actively competes with private industry for conScience ( 6i S) and other schools. Grants cover the cost of
ions
commiss
Cobb
Photo)
;State agencies and
unit are paid ac- tracts for state government work. (Jack
ng
processi
schools.
tuition and supplies.
ith Eddyville's data processing cording to the correct work they
help provide funds for the exThe new L & S curriculum
them.
by
at
desired
officials
goods
for
to
money
surprise
Richard G. Jackson, associate
no
is
'Sinn
facilities at the state's includes provisions for iitudents
of
. Incentive is thus
produce
pansion
professor of art at Murray State,
..:4be institution and the Depart- provided for inmates to work "In the past few months, correctional institutions.
requiredegree
e
complet
to
op director.
several new contracts have been
litlent of Corrections.
efficiently and therefore earn
"Through such programs in- ments in less than eight semes- is the worksh
procured by the division,"
-The division provides several
receive an opportunity to ters,the usual number,through Working with him as instructors
mates
Cartwright added.
Rivers, a 1970
change former attitudes and ardits-by-examination and ad- are Mrs. Vicki
ty with a
Among these is the contract
universi
the
of
e
to
graduat
work;
school
better
ty
high
communi
vanced
return to the
Voss, a
Dennis
and
recently signed with the Kenart,
in
to
major
majors;
al
fit for successful lives. It is our develop individu
tucky Task Force on Exceptional
their do more independent study; graduate assistant in art.
change
to
ility
responsib
Children to process statistical outlooks and habits so inmates and to complete foreign tang' Emphasis during the sessions
data for a survey of Kentucky's
tics require- will be on painting, drawing and
can more readily conform to the wilge and mathema
exceptional children.
outside world." ments is high school.
the
of
s
standard
Not only is the data processing
division at Eddyville beneficial to
state agencies, but it also benefits
the institution itself.
"The division is completely
self-supporting," said Cartwright.'Through the work of the
Inmates, state agencies not only
k tM bisIi Stakallas settee it Daytona save money, but jobs and
Bead Fisrbis's yaw-mail resod
training are provided for in• King sire heated/swimming pool. oceanside mates."
patio
The majority of inmates are
• Oceanfront, on the -World's Most famous
to obtain jobs in the data
anxious
Beach"
• Air-conditioned, heated. Telephones
processing unit. Inmates are
• Beautiful rooms. apartments, efficiencies
chosen for the work according to
• New color TV
interest in the program and work
• New game room
• Reduced greens fees to guests at 3 golf elasaifications given them by the
institution's personnel board.
courses
• Jai alai, dog racing. auto racing, superb
Two-thirds of the inmates
fishing
manning the unit have no prior
DIRECTLY on the ATLANTIC OCEAN experience in data processing;
typing is the maximum training
Write baby ter fret brochure d rates:
found among most of them.
Once released from the
penitentiary, however, the
majority continue with data
NORTH ATLANTIC AVENUE 32011 Dem_
processing work.
Asked if a marked difference
can be seen in inmates learning
and working in this business-like
atmosphere, Cartwright said,
"Through the program, inmates
form work habits necessary for
successful readjustment to
society and attainment of
productive social roles.
"We stress operating the
division on a basis as close to the
normal business-like routine as
possible. Inmates are thus able to
learn the responsibility and basic
principles needed to maintain a
job."
John C. Taylor, commissioner
of corrections, explained, "The
data processing unit at Eddyville
is part of the entire Prison Industries Program, designed to

You're Invited to the

°opal
I.ess elbow grease is required
after making mistakes these
days. A mechanical eraser, powered by rechargeable nickel-cad•
mium batteries, recently came on
the market.

YOU TARE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WFTH

PARKER FORD INC.
Murray, Ky.
753-5273
PROFIT
LARGE VOLUME - LOW
ss"
Busine
Our
Runt
e
"Servic
US ON A
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE
NEW OR USED CAR

Business Consultants
for
Small and Large Firms
FINANCIAL • OPERATIONS PERSONNEL - SALES
.p.oaSS.
KEj.LI

x i4a5t1es

Box
GilNber2vRilleV,
502/362-4379
Formally Chicago- New York- Nashville Area

.151.EGoottrich

cuilit BEACH MOTEL
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Tenn -Kuhn'sthis month
reported record sales and earnings for the second quarter of
its current fiscal year, with net
Income up 49 percent over the
FRIDAY, JULY 16, 1971
same period of 1970.
10:110 A.M. - Beef Cattle Shovits
Jack W. Kuhn, president of the
7:30 P.M. - Motorcycle Races
chain of variety and discount
stores, said that total sales
SATURDAY, JULY 17, 1971
reached an all-tinaa,high for the
second quarter, for the period
10.00 A.M. - Farm Bureau Day
ended June 30, of $16,341,020. This
is a 23 percent increase over the
10:00 A.M. - Pony, Horse & Mule Pulling
same period of last year.
7:00 P.M. - Tractor Pull
Net income totaled $469,128 for
the quarter compared with
$314.800 in 1970. This amounts to
28 cents per share of common
00
S
stock outstanding, compared
Ride Tickets for
vrith 18 cents last year.
Sales and earnings for the first
Sponsored by
half of the current fiscal year
were also higher than last year,
VINSON GOLDEN EMPIRE SHOWS
Kuhn said, "and management is
Mr. Vinson, owner & manager
now confident of an excellent
year of continued growth."
A 1971 Datsun will
For the full six months ended
June 30, sales totaled $26,1139,704
away
given
be
46.
compered with $22,560,994 for the
first half of 1970. Net income was
Night,
y
Saturda
S.
$357,708 compared with $348,644
July 17, 1971
last year. This amounted to the
same per share earnings, on a
larger number of shares outstanding this year, as reported at
mid-year 1970.
The Company has 57 retail
outlets in operation in five states
with five more scheduled to open
Of total operating
this year
units, 25 are Big K discount stores
and 32 are Kutin'tVariety stores
Kuhns-Big K stock is traded
the counter
over
•••
•••
•••
••••••

5

•
•

•
•

the

•
•
••••••

LLE,
•BigNASHVI
K Stores Corp.,

OF EVENTS * •

SPECIAL

F.E.T.
,
81 99
700.13
201
7.35-14 -....
214
775.14
2,32
8.25-14
1.60
5.60-15
218
7.75-15 2.37
8.25-15
Whitewalls slightly higher
Six.

Salii
Traub-in
Price
Price
$10.96
$1595
1916
17,95 •• -4
17.99
1995,
19.71
21 95
17.01
18.95
10.08
20.96
20.08
22.98
Sale Ends July 31, 1971

.

)3 WAYS TO PAY>(BUDGET TERMS)

1

du 7.00-13 blackwall,
plus trade-in and federal
excise tax of $1.99

Long
Mr or

ored by The Murray-Calloway •
•
• Spons
• Kuhn's-Big
County Jaycees
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Home,

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

RUGGED NYLON
CORD TIRES
ON SAVE FOR A
UNITED TIME ONLY

MASTER CHARGE)

SILVERTOWN
660
.
• Smoother Riding Dynacor
Rayon Cord

Scratch(

imam BANKAMERICARD)

RETREADS
• Good mileage•Low,low prices
• Long wearing tread built on
Sound body

AS LOW AS
AS LOW AS
160
$2

FOR

• Stronger now with
lour lull plys

Whitewall size 8.50x13
plus trade-in, F E.T.
included .

Whitewall slue E711a14
plus F.E.T. of $2.01 Per
tire plus trade-in.

PTIC•ii as ihanam of SC Goodroch Stores cornoortntoN proved ot 8 F Goodneh Chokes

flu

Master Tire Service, Inc.
Coldwater Road at 5 Points

Murray, Kentucky

Phone 753-3164

RAMA/ MS
10111014.11

\B.FGoodrichi

Windth

-

:.-#":'•
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,
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Lot A Jumble
One of many in Henry County, a big tree on Highway 69 lies uprooted.
MIN

V

Home, Car Smashed

These photos, taken by Lance King and Bill Greer of the 'Paris PostIntelligencer, give an example of the damage caused in neighboring Paris and
Henry County during Wednesday night's storm, which caused little major
damage in Calloway County.

A neighbor surveys the ruins of Mike Johnson's mobile home turned on its side and onto the
hood of a car at Oakwood Acres trailer park at India.

No Movie Tonight

Scratch One Car

New mobile homes are tumbled into each other at Green Acres
Mobile Homes on Highway 79.

A small sports car was almost flattened when winds tipped over
this mobile home at Paris Trailer Park on Blythe Street.

Beyond this sign,the frame of Sky-Vue Drive-In Theater stands denuded of its screen.

Steps
To Nowhere
Wooden steps which once led to
the door of a mobile home now
face the blank underside.

Lightning
Sets Fire
'Wind lEts Airport

A light plane from Henry County Airport Iles where it was flipped
Into a nearby soybean field when high winds hit the airport.

Fire burns in a tree struck by
lightning at Whitlock.

Faces Mirror Shock

Three hours after their trailer home at Oakwood Acres trailer park was demolished by
tornadic winds, the faces of Mr. and Mrs. Michael C. Sloan reflect shock.

1'
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NOTICE

NOTICE

get the job(bile
REAL ESTATE

Robert
WANTED. ADDRESS
RESS of Wade, SECRETARY, FIVE days a
Joan
Mason
8:00 to 5:00 over 30. Phone
children of the former Myrtle Twit
J20C
Foutch Wade and the late John
Mason Wade requested -Mary WANTED DEPENDABLE lady
Wade Coy, Co-executor, Nell to stay with elderly lady full time.
Wade Fitschen Estate. 2657 Rich- Call 753-4641 days or 753-3103
OLUX SALES & SerRoad Lexington, Kenmond
J16C
after 5:MIpxn.
L
E,C
B:
lo
i 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
J17C
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- tucky.
WANTED: LADY, age group 25mington,Kentucky.
A5C
40 full time for local retail store.
H & R USED Furniture Store will Knowledge of drugs or drug store
Record Production Year
days a week from experience helpful. Typing a
In 1970, International Nickel, be open six
the free world's largest nickel- 10:00 till 6:00. Lots of nice used must. Send complete resume in
producing company. delivered a furniture, glassware and an- own handwriting to P.O. Box 32
J19C
record 518,870,000 pounds of tiques. Come and brown nose ,Murray,Ky.42071.
nickel. By the end of 1972, the around. We have lots of food
company expects to be producing stuff. Phone 753-6676, home phone INTERNATIONALLY KNOWN
at a rate of more than 600 mil- 753-4716.
J17C company needs six ladies for full
lion pounds on an annual basis.
or part time work. Apply Monday
July 19, at Mid-Towner Motel
•
from 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. No
phone calls please.
J17C
NOTICE
Sharp Fabric Prints
Electroformed screens of pure
If you do not receive your
HOMEWORKERS
nickel are used in textile printWANTED:
paper by six p.m. call 753ing equipment because of the
part-time,full-time work at home
and
between
6:00
6:30
9269
metal's resistance to wear. Print
mailing our circulars. For details
patterns remain sharp over thou• p.m.
rush self-addressed, stamped
sands of yards of fabric.
envelope and 35c to US Enterprises, P.O. Box 813-A7,
Mayfield,Kentucky 42066. TFC
SIRLDWIN PIANOS and organs
for rent or sale. Rent applies to
purchase. Lonardo
Piano
Company, across from Post
J18C
office, Paris,Tenn.

ROUGH AND finish carpenter
wanted, also laborers. Call
Conaway Construction Co. 502753-9807.
J19C

WANTED BABYSITTER and
house keeper for fall term, must
furnish own transportation.
Phone 753-7166.
J17C

Patty Wymer, that Babysitter girl, is seen here admiring the jet
dragster seen in Crown International's "The Young Graduates."
The jet powered dragster has reached a ground speed in excess of
468 miles per hour and is stopped by a parachute. "The Young
Graduates," opens Sunday nite at the Murray Drive In Theater.
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

Crossword Puzzle
eicatoSS
1 Unit of
Bulgarian
currency

4
9
12
13
14
15
17
19
20
21
23
24
27
28
30

Cosmetic
Astute(abbe)
Nadi
Exterior
SUCCOI
Paleness
Theater district
Large tub
Odor
Lean-to
French article
Cubic meter
Chapeau
Dampens
Wife of
Geraint
31 Hebrew month
32 Tanned hide
34 Symbol for
nickel
35 Hemp
37 Reel estate
map
38 Suffis.
adherent of
39 Russian
stockade
41 Printer's

7 Microbe
8 Iroquoian
Indians
9 Ruined
10 Illuminated
11 Fuss
16 Young toy
18 Change
20 Colonized
21 Mold
22 Nun's outfit
23 Jump
25 Wash lightly
26 Prepares for
print
28 Pronoun
29 Pretense
32 Sufferer from
Hansen's
disease
2

3

3

The Italians Know How
to Use It
In 1960, consumption of primary nickel in Italy was only 14
million pounds. Last year, consumption of nickel in that country had risen 200 per cent to 42
million pounds. In 1980, Italy is
expected to use 95 million pounds
of niekel annually.

TIIRAWTHS
Zst Your Homo

6

9

33

7
17

19

111101IRS
Are Poison

srik

cat RID Of

Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
a day the year round . • Winter and Summer-

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Yews
v Licensed by State of Kentucky
v Member Chamber of Commerce

Phone Puryear, Tenn.
247-5556
Complete Well
Service

AUTOS FOR SALE
1968 CHEVROLET pick-up, wide
short bed, solid white, 6 cl.
straight shift. See at 413
Sycamore or Call 753-6496. J19C

1/37
ACIRW
MOM
]r-f.
/
j
AI

So.

• Stal‘cv' Owner regrets
His orders wW s

BOOced°°,
Owner needs to
of this lakefron
happy about mi
Price Cut $3,5C

HORNBUCKLE'S
BARBER SHOP, Open 3:00
p.m.-10:00 p.m. Tuesday
through Friday.
Saturday, 11:00-7:00.
Closed Monday.
Boy's Haircut, 75c.
Men's Haircut, $1.00.
HORNBUCKLE'S
BARBER SHOP
213 Spruce Street.
PHONE 753.7742
BY APPOINTMENT ALSO
PHONE 753-7742

Land at its' be
everything. Sp
meadows, big t

Mrs. Pat Mobley
Mrs. Pat Mobley is now associated with
ano working for Donald R. Tucker, Realtor.
She has been a licensed real estate salesman
for over one year.

At

Stay a lifetime
heart at first gl
heat and air,
chen. $24,750.01
10 Acres with
$6,500.00.

Mrs. Mobley has been a resident of
Murray for the past nine years at present
residing on Henry Street. Married to Robert
Mobley, they have three children. Stacey.
Missy and Kristy

WILL REPAIR tape players,
radios, record players, C-B
radios, etc. Phone 753-8080,
Tuesday and Thursday or after
5:00p.m.
ITC

ir
F

69 GTO automatic, power
steering and brakes. Airconditioner. Call 753-7566, after
6:00p.m.
J19P

007:ER WORK; back hoe service; septic tank cleaning; septic
tank installation. Gene Steely, 901
Story, Murray, Ky., Phone 7537850.
July17C

300 acres in &a
be subdivided.

CHI
South 12th and

Live in one whil
Must be seen t

Pat invites you to call her at
Donald R. Tucker's office,
located at 502 Maple, or phone Pat,
753-4342, and at 753-8958 in the evenings.

WILL BUSHHOG vacant lots
inside city limits. Reasonable
rates. Phone 753-3798.
A 10C

August is commn
houses they ne
furnished, exce
over $800-00.

1964 BUICK Special, V8, all
power and air. Call 753-8471. J17P

Cottage - Para
$13,900.00.

1160 FORD pick-up. Excellent
body and mechanically. $250.00
J16P
firm. Phone 753-8548.

!

3161,41

Look What $32
Will Buy

They buy 50 acr
their profits in ti
SAY YOU
We will sell yol
12 acres of good

10 11

glivivta Comb,

18

20
23

Then come on
; reduced. Here

PROFESSIONAL, EXPERIENCED painter, will work
contract jobs, on hourly basis,
has own equipment. Call 48e2287.
J21P

Kelley's Termite
and
Pest Control

23 26

33
36

PENING SPECIAL

42
43

43

4a

46 47

49 30

4

31
33

32

54

56

57

Dietz by United Feature Syndicate. Inc.

WAYNE'S YOUNGEST MAKES FILM DEBUT—John Wayne.%
youngest son, 8-year-old John Ethan, makes his motion picture
debut with his father in Cinema Center Films' "Big Jake." The
National General Pictures release, where Wayne tracks down a
band of kidnappers, also stars Richard Boone, Maureen O'Hara.
Patrick Wayne and Chris Mitchum. "Big Jake" shows thru
Tuesday at the Capri Theatre.

THE FIRST 100 HOMES THAT MOVE TO RIVERIA COURTS
RECEIVE 2 MONTHS PARK RENT FREE PLUS FREE SET UP!
gittivia Com& offer . . .

(BY JOVE ,T1-11g EDICT
WI LA- PUT Tl-kE ExAMI NC.
c...,
AIZMECZ BACK ON --n-€ PARms r

*

cP

City Water and Sewer Service
* Tennis Courts & Shuffleboard
* Free Cablevision
* Large spacious Lots

* Heated Swimming Pool
* Picnic Area with Gas Grill
* Garbage and Trash Collection
* 10' & 12' Wides Accepted
* Many, Many More Luxuries
LARGE LOTS for
& larger) Lake I
water system-ell WI
prices start at 9695
& $10 per month. '1
or 436-5582 for direc

givivAux Comb,
4/1.111,1a4.1.6...a.a.ogaram.M84

Lot Rentals Start at
32 per Month

['II Abner
—ABOUT
DREAD
WATER
KROWKITINGALE—

diecie&
Arairoa*6aa44."
1•14,1

boamok

LOOKING FOR
brick home? Ti)' 11
Three bedroom
closets, two full
garage, lawn ate
joyable kitchen an
Quiet neighborhoo
6527.

meeillwadaismJ4eda4MikellidiagjakiAMill

WEI RESEMBLES

TH.MOST BELLVVID
NEWSCASTER
IN TH'HULL
DANGED
U.S.A.

_ wAlEs
otp—t,16A1,40-67mea r"frok
gg lava'
pAosT
IN THE

"Y6C°tANGED US A
WHOLE

BUT-SEE

IIIDITS/GN

71-AR

Why Not Move To

11P: i3at'-14
41011
—

giva

givivta Comb.
The most luxurious
mobile home park
in the State of Kentucky

&twat%
•

•••

NEW THREE Dec
with bath, overlooli
Lake, 16 miles fi
some finish work y
includes boat rani
area privileges. $7,
Helm, 436-5320 Itucky.

U. 5. Highway 041 North
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Telephone (502) 753-3280

a

is this place oi
you have ever
formal dining,
high school. $3

3.4

That Colonials

V*"

4 bedroom, 2 sti
can't beat this

Where you can live in the private world of luxury at no extra cost!

28

so

4414DON'T
SEE WHAT'S
SO DREAD --

cev.
veml

for a place ou
must sell this 3
• miles from toe
, cut the price
•
cee.

TODDLERS DAY Care Now
open, for children three months
to three years. State approved.
Reasonable rates. Experienced
help. Day or week. Phone 7534481.
J17C

Protect Your Home!

4" Plastic Wells
As Loft WELL
DRILLING

•

CEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 7535933,
July29C

PESTS

100

TU(

COLLEGE STUDENT wantS
yards to mow. Phone 7533575.
J17P

ROACHES
' carry Germs

14

16

FURNITURE REFINISHING.
All work guaranteed. Free pickup and delivery. Free estimate.
Antique or natural finish. Jerry
McCoy,753-3045.
July16C

46 Vigor (collod )
47 Southwestern
Indian
48 Mans name
49 Also
50 Vessel's curveo
planking
53 Man's
nickname

13

15

SERVICES OFFERED
""
4-631

ege

52 Stop
54 Electrified
particle
55 Through
56 Dinner course
57 Timid
DOWN

33 Latin
conjunction
36 Second of two
38 Peaceful
40 Heroic events
42 Be in debt
44 Mental image
45 Matured
4

12

42 Native metal
(PI)
21 22
43 Warm
45 Reverence
27
46 Malodorous
48 Representat ens
31
51 French for

I Once around
track
2 Girl's name
3 -Kind of fabric

000 M3M00 DOM
MOM M010100 00
00020 0610.111MR
00M0 V=00
0000000 OU000
00 00000 31OM
DMO 00000 nun
0000 00013 on
000000 0011000
00000 MOOGO

note

*la

measure

lAD2313 =MOM
CADMUDIS BM0011310
Ole MOM
000C1

4 Underground
part of plant
5 Possessive
pronoun
6 Guido's low

An On-The-Spot Report
There's little chance of missing
that important comment if your
recording unit is powered by rechargeable nickel-cadmium batteries. The compact cassette will
always be ready for use after
you plug it in for a quick, overnight charge.

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

HELP WANTED

WANTED: FEMALE to work at
Lynn Grove Egg Company.
Apply in person, no phone calls
please. Full time work.
J26C
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TUCKER'S BARGAIN CORNER
cee.

KIDS BUGGING YOU?
for a place outside of town with room for a horse? Owner
must sell this 3 bedroom brick home or 2 acres of land about 4
miles from town. Her health will save you ;2500.00 as she has
cut the price to $18,500.00.
ikeMIceil%
WANT OUT?
Then come on out to Center Ridge. Not one, but two places
reduced. Here they are . . .
1

SkeN1
2 baths.
/
Save $1500.00. Buy this 3 bedroom brick home with 11
Near Robertson school. Washer and Dryer are added bonus.
All this for $21,500.00.

.00Peo

Owner regrets being transferred but the Army said "Go".
His orders will save you $2100.00 on a lakefront cottage.
cetV• 14°.
Ite"
Owner needs to sell as she must leave the beauty and comfort
of this lakefront home and move to another state. She's not
happy about moving but you will be when you see this place.
Price Cut $3,500.

36'1V.
‘
9
0
in
New and beautiful. Three bedroom brick home
family
in
Fire-place
everything!
Has
Estates.
Gatesborough
room, dining room, 2 car garage, central heat and air, 2
baths, large kitchen with all built-ins, and you can pick out
your own favorite color carpeting. Now for $33,000.00.

HOW ABOUT A PONDEROSA •
Land at its' best. This farm is bragging size. 425 acres with
everything. Springfed creek, bottom land, hill land, huge
meadows, big trees, lots of good grass and fences.

LIKE LOTS OF ROOM?
Try this 3 bedroom brick at 1609 Dodson. Living room is 15x25
and has a fire-place. It also has FHA mortgage at 544 per
cent. Total price $24,000.00.

COME FOR A VISIT
Stay a lifetime. This spotless 3 bedroom home will win your
heart at first glance. Features carpets,family room, central
heat and air, beautifully tiled baths, attractive built-in kitchen. $24,750.00.

DOUBLE TROUBLE?
No! Double income. Renters are calling us every day. Buy
these 2 stucco houses and rent them tomorrow. Will require
very little maintenance. Neat and newly decorated. CHEAP!
COOL! MAN! COOL!
In the shade of your own trees. Like an 18 ft. bedroom? This
has it plus 2 more bedrooms. Priced right on a quiet street at
$17,900.00.

10 Acres with nothing on it but trees. Out Hwy. 94 East.
$6,500.00.
PONDEROSA NO. 2
300 acres in Sugar Creek area bordering Ky. Lake. Aching to
be subdivided.
•

•
•

•
•

KNOCK ON ANY DOOR
And you'll find a family you would like to live near. It's that
kind of a neighborhood. We offer you 4 bedrooms, large lot,
comfort and.. ladies, the new drapes will also be yours.
$18,000.00.

CHOICE COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
South 12th and Glendale Road
-TWO GOOD HOUSESLive in one while receiving a monthly income from its mate.
Must be seen to realize its value! $26,500.00.

"IT'S A DO-NOTHING"
Move in and do nothing. Its immaculate and features 3 roomy
bedrooms, 2 baths, fire-place, central heat and air, fully
carpeted, completely built-in kitchen. All the things you like.

INVEST IN THE FUTURE
August is coming and so are the men of M.S.U. Come see two
houses they need and you can make money on. Partially
furnished, excellent location, possible monthly income of
over $600.00.

THIS HOME IS LONESOME FOR
Curtains and kicis - 3 bedrooms,2 baths and lots of room for a
happy family downstairs. Room upstairs for more kids.. college kids, renting your fully furnished apartment only
25 giant steps from campus.

VACATIONERS NOTICE!
Cottage. Panorama Shores - Just what you would like.
$13,900.00.

KINDERGARDEN PERFECT
The perfect place to start your own kindergarden, private
school, office building, etc...Unlimited possibilities.

HOW DO BANKERS DO IT?
They buy 50 acres on Barkley Lake,subdivide it and deposit
their profits in the bank. You can do it too.

YOU'LL NEVER FIND IT - WE DON'T HAVE A SIGN
But you will - the dollar sign, when you see this home on
Dogwood. Great location, beautiful home with five
bedrooms, Fireplace in big den, therrnopane windows, mans
huge closets and sheer luxury throughout.

SAY YOU WANT TO BUILD YOUR OWN HOUSE?
We will sell you the ideal lot;
FOR A UTTLE FARMING
12 acres of good flat lanct tor just $3,400.
LIKE A LITTLE . .. CUTE
4 bedroom,2 story house one block from Murray State? You
can't beat this bargain at $10,500.
SPANISH STYLE
is this place on Audubon. Split level home with everything
you have ever wanted, 21,2 baths, 3 bedrooms, study, den,
formal dining, gorgeous kitchen and 2 blocks from the new
high school. $36,750.

LOTS AND LOTS OF LOTS
Kirksey Highway -% acre lots -$1375
Broad Extended - Nice - only $2600
Kingswood - 100 x 150 corner lot
Sycamore extended - all sizes
Oakdale - Ill x 211 wooded
S. 16th at Martins Chapel Rd. 240 x 300
2 lots corner KY avenue and Calloway
Waterfront lots - Panaroma Shores
Waterfront lots - Pine Bluff Shores

DONALD R. TUCKER
REALTOR

- MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING 753-4342
ASSOCIATES ...
EDNA KNIGHT
753-4342
753-4910

Office
Home

LARGE ROOMS - Is the feature RED MALE Dachshund puppy AICC TOY Poodles and Irish
of this stately old house. It's in AKC registered. Call 753-2777 Setter Puppies. Phone 753Al4C
TFC 1862.
good condition and has two after 4:00p.m.
Vacation Cabin
bedrooms, living room, dining
room, kitchen, sun room, bath FOR SALE by owner 1966 FREEZERS-NEW Li Cu. It. Located on Kentucky Lek,
and breakfast room downstairs Chevrolet Impala, with power chest, $224.40 delivered, 21 cu ft. Furnished 2 bedroom, in
plus four rooms up stairs, and a steering, low mileage, local car. upright $244.66 delivered, eluding linens, dishes, T.V.
J17C Montgomery Ward,510 Main 753basement underneath. You could Phone 489-2242.
air conditioner. Rent by day
TFC
live in part of it and rent the
1966.
week or month.
upstairs to make your payments. 90 MOTOR CRASS honda, 900
Phone
Also a large shady lot.
,actual miles, good condition. A GOOD buy . . . give it a try.
6:00
after
Phone 753-7792
Blue Lustre America's favorite
EXTRA NEAT three bedroom
1TP carpet shampoo.$1. Big K. J17C
p.m.
2 baths, living room,
/
brick. 11
utility, carport, air conditioned,
TWO BEDROOM Apartment,
15' ANDERSON LAP-STRIP
GAS dryer, very good ceramic tile bath, air conditioner
carpeted, and landscaped yard.
McCullough, NORGE
H.P.
25
boat.
Its an excellent buy at only
condition. Phone 436-5400. J21C and stove. No pets, $50 Deposit.
electric start motor and trailer,
$17,500.
J16C
Phone 753-7457.
All good condition. Phone 753OWNER TRANSFERRED and 8861.
J22P SLABS & SAWDUST. W. M.
Avery Lumber Co., Paryear, FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
you can have immediate
TFC one and two bedrooms. Washers
Tenn.
possession on this three bedroom
brick. It has built in range, two 1442 FT. GLASSand dryers available. ZimAUCTION SALE
baths, carport and a good sized iron, skiis, convertible, trailer,
merman Apartments South 16th
moving cover, and all other AUCTION SALE Saturday July
lot. Full price only $19,000.
J16C
Street. Phone 753-6609.
excess, boat 3 weeks old. $2050. 17, 1:00 p.m. at the Sue Nance
J22C
753-6344.
Phone
EXTRA LAIIGE SHADY LOT
Place, 1 mile south of Lynn VACATION CABIN on Ky. Lake,
with lovely three bedroom brick.
Grove. Will sell, new cook stove, by day, weekend, or week. Phone
Located only two miles from 14' JON BOAT, 18 H.P. Evinrude bedroom ante, living room suite, 753-2250.
J16C
town. Has central heat & air, motor and trailer. Phone 474- piano, end tables, coffee table,
carpeted throughout, range, 2796.
J19C chest, one wool rug, one indoordisposal, carport plus large
outdoor carpet, pair of lamps, LARGE ROOMS with recreation
workshop or double garage. This 175 cc YAMAHA, 1970 model, 800 flat roll-a-way bed, two steel area. Country Estate. Phone 436July29C
one is priced to sell at only miles, reworked, just like new, cabinets, medicine cabinet, two 2173.
$27,500.
electric heaters, deep freeze, odd
priced to sell. Call Bruce 753J19C tables and chairs, steel clothes siEW TWO bedroom duplex
INEXPENSIVE and a real good 7163.
rack, air conditioner, gas heating
house
bedroom
apartment. Central heat and air,
two
this
buy is
stove, new Frigidaire, lots of
with
TRACTOR
loader
FORD
195
Has
carpet, $130.00 per month. Phone
and most of the furniture.
other items, too numerous to
Call 753TFC
753-7850.
electric heat, garage, storm Sherman back hoe.
mention.
J22P
6402.
doors and windows, city water,
Terry Shoemaker Auctioneer
utility room and a nice lot. Can be
J16C TWO BEDROOM house witli
CHEVROLET, Gravel
bought for mobile home price, 1963
foot bed. Call
stove and refrigerator, on 904
$8,700, and won't depreciate near Dump truck with 12
AUCTION SALE; Saturday, July north 16th street. Phone 436J22P
753-6402.
furample
is
as fast. Yes there
17, 1:00 p.m. at the late Mrs. 2420.
J16C
niture included.
in Coldwater,
CREOSOTED POLES, for pole Bertha Hill home
HOUSE TRAILERS on Ky. Lake,,
BRAND NEW - This three barn construction, utility poles Kentucky.
Practically new furniture, water front lots, air conditioned.
bedroom brick in Canterbury and boat docks. Murray Lumber
J160
Estates. Has two full baths, Co., Maple Street, Murray, apartment size electric stove, Phone 436-2427.
suite,
carpeted throughout, electra Kentucky.
ITC refrigerator, living room
chest, TV, breakfast set, new ONE BEDROOM furnished, air
clean oven, dishwasher, seperate
den, lots of closets, patio, en- LARGEST VARIETY of pistols linens and hand work,fan, dishes conditioned,female or any senior
and cooking utensils, straight college student. $40 month, quiet
closed garage, entry hall. You in Kentucky. No
increase in
can move today and we'll get the prices. Country Boy Stores, the chairs, lawn set, high post iron neighborhood, 900 N. 18th St.;
bed, very unusual. Trunk and Phone 753-7266.
J16C
yard fixed soon.
Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles chifferobe, flat irons, oil lamp,
from
HopkinsvWe, Junction Ky. glass ware, depression cookie
EXTRA NICE two bedroom brick
UNFURNISHED APARTMENT,
house. Located near M.S.U. Has 117& 164. Open Sundays until 4:00 jars, four footed honey stand, 2 bedrooms, Couple with small
p.m.
of
lots
Aug30C
heat,
gas
disposal,
range,
white sewing machine, step baby accepted. Call 753-7486. J17C
cabinets, storm doors and winladder, and other small items.
dows, and an extra large lot. GARAGE SALE, Saturday, July Conducted by Shoemaker
for
'cod at less than $14,000.
17,from 8:00a.ffi. till COO p.m. at Auction and Livestock, Terry AVAILABLE NOW, house
or
Furnished
carpet.
with
rent
1513 Chaucer Drive, in Can- Shoemaker Auctioneer, Douglas
tGET A BARGAIN in this
terbury Estates. Toys, clothes, Shoemaker apprentice auc- unfurnished. $90.00 per month.
J17C
spacious older house. It's located
J16C Phone 753-8333.
electrical appliances and many tioneer.
near schools, and has four
J16C
other good buys.
bedrooms, large kitchen, shady
AUCTION SALE, Saturday, July NICE ONE bedroom furnished
two bedroom
lot plus garden space. It is priced
REAL OLD antique refrigerator 17, 1971, 10:00 a.m. at the Luther apartment, and a
Phone
to sell at less than $10,000.
has dome on top and runs good. Anderson place, Main Street, unfurnished apartment.
J17C
753-5079.
Also a electric cook stove and a Hardin, Kentucky.
FOR A LOOK AT ANY OF THE
metal kitchen cabinet with sink Selling: kitchen cabinets,
ABOVE OR AT ANY REAL
and faucets. Phone 753-6044. J16C dinette set with four chairs, wall
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
ESTATE IN MURRAY SEE
cabinet, old fashioned china
house, one block from campus,
HOYT or RAY at ROBERTS
LIKE NEW, 1969, 12x52, cabinet, several antique dishes,
available mid-August. Phone 753REALTY,505 Main or phone 753Hallmark mobiledierne, partially pattern and depression glass, 15
.117C
4693.
1651. We also need some more
in
freeze
deep
Wizzard
ton
2
/
21
foot
including
cubic
furnished,
listings. If you are interested in
central air. Make an offer. Call perfect condition. Seven cane
8:40 TWO bedroom trailer. Air
SELLING your real estate list it
J20C bottom chairs, two rockers, one
753-9612.
conditioned on shady lot, ;50.00
with ROBERTS REALTY. We
rocker, 2 end tables, 3
platform
J17C
are REALTORS and members of 1970 YAMAHA, 250 mx Call 436- piece bedroom suite, antique per month.Call 489-2595.
MULTIPLE LISTING SERmachine.
316C couch,
sewing
5801 after 5:00 p.m.
VICE.
J17C
Speedqueen washer, Aladdin UNFURNISHED APARTMENT;
DON'T THROW that rug away, lamp, churns, fruit jars, hand two bedroom duplex, central heat
clean it like new with Blue Lustre and garden tools.
and air, carpet, range furnished.
and using a new shampooer for Number of items too nurnerous Couples or couple with one child.
HOUSE FOR SALE
$1.00. Western Auto, Home of to mention. Come on out, there is Available August 1st. Phone 753J17C plenty of shade. Sale by Knott's 8067.
"The Wishing Well."
BY OWNER
TFC
Auction Service, Hardin, KenJ16C
Near New High School,
MOVING; FURNITURE, tucky, phone 437-4666.
ROOM FOR RENT with private
Brick Home, Like New,
"Ethan Allan", cppliances, rugs,
entrance. Kitchen priviliges if
WANTED TO RENT
3 Bedrooms, Living Room, Den, dishes, utensils, chess set,
desired. Walking distance to
Kitchen, Utility, 2 Baths, skittles game, other items. 5031-2 TWO RESPONSIBLE college
Phone 753-1387.
J16C
and
fenced
air,
and
heat
J17P men want above average fur- campus.
Central
Meadow Lane,753-5102.
shrubbed, no appointment
nished two bedroom apartment
necessary. See at 1713 Keenland 650 TRIUMPH 1971, low mileage. or house to rent for August 1. NICE LAKE front apartment for
rent for up to four persons.
Drive.
J19P Phone 753-9982.
J19P Everything furnished including
Phone 753-5394.
row boat, linens, etc.-T.V. & air
USED STOVE and refrigerator. REASONABLE TWO bedroom conditioned. $60 per week. Phone
J19C 436-5320.
WANT TO BUY
J31C
If interested phone 753-3184. J16C house. Phone 753-5058.

FOR RENT

502-492-8622

DON'T FENCE ME IN
But let little ones play in the fenced back yard on Story
Avenue. Owner has moved to Texas and cut 11100.00 off the
price. Fully carpeted, 3 bedrooms for $20,900.
iis-P6--c;'JUST WHAT YOU'VE BEEN LOOKING FOR"
school.
4 bedroom split level across street from new high
bedrooms,
4
baths,
2
room,
family
in
fireplace
Carpets,
completely built in kitchen - Reduced to $35,750.

,so
sea`tce6

WANT TO BUY; logs and
standing timber. Also have for
sale lumber and sawdust.
Murray Saw MW and Lumber
Co. Phone 753-4147.

PAT MOBLEY
7534342
753-8958
/
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LARGE LOTS for sale ( /10'x200'
& larger) Lake access-central
water system-all weather streetsprices start at $695 with $10 down
& $10 per month. 'Phone 436-5320
J17C
or 436-5582for directions.
LOOKING FOR an attractive
brick home? Try 104 North 18th.
Three bedrooms, Abudant
closets, two full baths, large
garage, lawn and patio. Enjoyable kitchen and living area.
Quiet neighborhood. Phone 753J19C
6527.
NEW THREE nedroom home
with bath, overlooking Kentucky
Lake, 16 miles from Murray,
some finish work yet to be done,
includes boat ramp and beach
area privileges, $7,850. Call Mrs.
Helm, 4364320 Hamlin, KenTFC
tucky.

THREE BEDROOM home, on 3
acres, basement,air conditioned,
fully carpeted, stove, dish
washer, 10 miles east of Murray
on Highway 94. Phone 474J19C
=9.
LARGE SHADED lot in Haywood
Vista
near
Subdivision
Panorama Shores. Water rights
paid, ceptic tank and line installed. Has been leveled for a
mobile home. Lot number 269.
Financing available. Phone 7536734 or 7$3-2903.
J17C
SMALL FARM; good location;
business or future investment.
One mile East Murray, approximately 10 acres, pasture.
Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
For appointment call 436-TFC
2173.

EXCEPTIONAL BUY, two BY OWNER nice 3 bedroom
bedroom brick in Meadow Green house, gas
heat, air conditioned,
Acres. 1% ceramic tile baths, carpet. Phone 753-4440 if no ancarpeted, carport. For in- swer,call 753-1948.
J17C
formation call 753-3161.
J20C
105'x160' LOT IN Sherwood
PARTIALLY WOODED lot, Forest. Phone 753-7358 after 400
Sherwood
105'xI60' in
Forest. p.m.
TFC
Phone 753-7358, after 4:00
TFC
spacious
FOUR-BEDROOM
home on Hermitage. 2,500 square
feet of living space plus two car
THREE BEDROOM ranch style garage on lot 150x380 fully landhome, brick with two baths, scaped. Call 753-7905.
J17C
carpet, fire place, washer and
dryer units, central heat. Phone
J19C
7534759.
FOR SALE OR RENT
LOVELY Five: bedroom home,
full basement, large corner lot,
75x150. Owner transferring. 1700
Miller. Asking $17,500.00 Phone
TFC
753-4178.

FOR RENT

FoR SALE

FOR SALE

I%

/HELLO,CHUCK?
ARE'KV 60IN6
TO CAMP TI415
SEAR? I
HEARD YOU
LUERE

1970 MODEL MOBILE Home, ADULT COUPLE wants to rent
12'160', like new. Located at reasonable small house or
Paradise Trailer Park, 5 miles apartment, furnished or unNorth of Cadiz. Owner Bobby furnished, in or near Murray 436J22C
J17P 5331 after 5:00.
Hyde,phone 52:2-6821.
AkilelJAV,THE 6IRL5' CAMP 15
JU5T ACROSS THE LAKE
FROM THE BOYS' CAMP...

PLENTY TRAILER apace;
beautiful, quiet living. Highway
No. 121, Kentucky Lake, Division
No. 3. Write to P.O. Box 32-41,
Murray,Kentucky.
August3C

MAYBE I'LL SCAMPER AROUND
THE OL' POND ON (sW LITTLE
PE664? FLEmiNG 1E85 AND VT
40U...OKAY SEE q0U, CHUCK".

4
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7-11,

Nancy
AUNT FR)TZ)
m Ay I GO TO
THE MOVIES ?

AND THEY SAY
WERE LIVING IN A

PERMISSIVE
SOCIETY

NOT
TODAY
i;
t
,1

ONE BEDROOM unfurnished
house for rent or for sale, 10 miles
out on Irvan Cobb Road,
avaisble-by August 1, by Owner.
.I17C
Call 53-9247.

juLf•I,
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Hubbard ...
(Continued from Page 1)

Funeral Is Today
For Calbert Cope

FRIDAY—JULY 16, 1971

Strike .. .

The f

Mystery slayer

(Continued from Page 1)
Funeral services for Calbert R acts of vandalism against
subsidizze their living."
Cope of Mayfield Route Five are telephone facilities.
Crazed man invades campsite,
spokesContinuing his blast at "gross being held today at two p.m. at A telephone company
Thurssaid
Washington
kills two, terrorizes others
in
man
inequities in our welfare the chapel of the Linn Funeral
at local
system," Senator Hubbard cited Home, Benton, with Rev Willard day talks were going on
company levels around the
GRASS VALLEY. CAL. shots from a .22-caliber
a bill which he introduced in the Davis officiating.
-ft was too late and
(UPI): Kenneth Garbe and
1970 legislature but which "never Burial will be in the Mt. Carmel iountry, but there were no
reports of progress.
Cemetery.
his wife were playing cards the attacker was too near.
sot out of committee."
areas where
The assailant overpowered
It, he said, would have limited Cope. age 73, died Thursday, at Except in the
in their tent when a heavy. Simmons, hacked him to
reported Cut,
were
cables
3:45
a.m.
at
the
Benton
Municipal
to two the number of illegitimate
set, bespectacled man tore death and took the gun,
service was near
children a woman could have and Hospital. He was a member of the telephone
back the flap and said, police said.
However,
in
delays
New Home Baptist Church and normal.
still receive state aid.
Donna Fitzhugh,
"Hello
there."
operator assisted calls were
"Right now in Mayfield," he the Woodmen of the World.
Then the stranger began camping nearby with her
some
locations
in
and
reported
said,"we have a woman drawing Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
flailing wildly with a sickle. sister-in-law, Mrs. Martha
impossible to obtain
Marie Parker. and their six
state aid for 10 illegitimate Clara Cope; daughter, Mrs. it was
Garbe saw the deadly children while their husassistance.
information
children. She makes more money Barbara Forth of Hardin; sister,
blade flash through the air bands mined for gold 20
per motnth than any woman Mrs. Erma Roach of Paducah:
and descend toward his miles away, ran out of her
telephone strike was not
working at the Merit and Curlee brother. Ruble Coper of Benton; The
wife. Jean, 23. He leaped at tent with a .22 caliber rifle.
four grandchildren, David and the only labor problem in the
Clothing Companies.
But the Ontario, Cal.,
the attacker, allowing his
nation.
Mrs.
Hardin,
off
Forth
"It is an outrageous thing Timmy
wife to escape, and the two woman could not release
thousands
workers
of
of
Tens
when women can make a Betty Garland of Hardin, and
men grappled to the tent the gun's safety lock and
copper, shipping, telefloor. But the stranger, the man killed her.
business and a profession out of Mrs. Nancy Ingram of Kirskey; in the
AIR ATTACK ON HORSE SLEEPING SICKNESS—An Air Force Provider spray plane
and farm manufacturing
weighing about 200 pounds,
more and
having
He cut and gouged Mrs.
more great granddaughter. Karen graph
flies
a dawn patrol over Brownsville, Tex., spraying Malathion to kill mosquitoes
industries
remained
equipment
tossed
Garbe
into the cor- Parker. 24. of Walnut, Cal.
illegitimate children because our Lynn Ingram.
in a battle against a rare sleeping sickness that has killed thousands of horses and
on strike with little or no
ner.
He took her to a tree, laid
government, both federal and
has begun afflicting humans. Called Venezuelan equine encephalomyelitis, the disGarbe threw up a hand her neck over a bough and
progress made towards settlestate, will give them a check for
ease has swept from South America across Central America and Mexico into
to protect himself but the tried to decapitate her, poments.
each one they have."
ugly, curved blade slashed lice H
saEid
N.
Texas' lower Rio Grande Valley.
Representatives of the Utah
A native of Murray and the son
him. He managed to screamKennecott
Division
the
of
ble to his feet, and fled,
of Dr. Carroll Hubbard, Sr., first
Copper Corp. and the United
but not before the sickle disappeared into the heavipastor of the Memorial Baptist
continued
Steelworkers
Union
raked his back on the way t, wooded Sierra foothill.
Church here, Senator Hubbard TVA hired 170 young people at
out an
work
out of the tent.
was introduced by C. 0. Bon- 16 locations throughout the efforts to
as mysteriously as he apdurant, the program chairman Tennessee Valley for its Summer agreement at Salt Lake City.
THE MYSTERIOUS as- peared.
The talks involve 18 other
From The
sailant killed two persons,
for the day.
There were 17 persons
Aide Program. Candidates are unions besides the USW and
WASHINGTON
(UPI)
wounded
—
three
others
and
—including
five
referred to TVA by state em- revolve around local issues,
YORK (UP!:—The
NEW
terrorized 17 campers at and 10 children—at women
The Food and Drug Administhe reEDITH CONTROL PROJECT ployment service offices on the including work rules. Observers
the remote campsite along mote campsite when the
market opened sharply higher
tration (FDA) warned Tueseducational
or
economic
basis
of
NEW DELHI (UPI) — A
the Bear River 50 miles killer struck. The
in active trading today.
were hopeful an agreement
man
day millions of pieces of
hundred doctors in the port city need for Jie temporary summer would be reached in Salt lake
northwest of Sacramento. killed Simmons and Mrs.
Shortly after the opening
ceramic
dinnerware,
including
SAN CLEMENTE, CAr —
He disappeared after 30 Fitzhugh. Mrs. Parker was
of Cochin are engaged in a employment.
advancing
issues outpaced deCity that would be the key
some expensive china, are
President Nixon announcing
t
minutes without a trace.
near death today in a Sacmassive birth control operation The work includes "learning by toward settling the industryclines, 250 to 86, among the 441
From the Garbe tent, the ramento hospital. Garbe,
decorated with decals which
he will make a trip to Commtgaist
that has included 20,000 vasec- helping" duties in a variety of wide strike, which has idled
issues
the
The
tape.
Dow
on
man went to the campsite 20, of Applegate, Cal., was
can
China within the next +e
poison
foods
and
tomies within the past 13 days, TVA projects and programs. Last 39,000 workers in eight Western
Jones industrial average of 30
of John Simmons, 29, of in fair condition with mulmonths.
beverages with lead and cadthe Health and Family Plan- year, for example, summer states for more than two
Weimer, Cal. Simmons saw tiple winds and his wife
selected blue chips rose 2.12 to
"I have taken this action
m WM.
aides helped in mercury sam- weeks.
ning Ministry said today.
him coming and fired three suffered minor cuts.
890.99.
because of my profound *enThe FDA advised conThe camp has a target of pling fish population studies, and
Talks between Anaconda Co
sumers, not to store acidic
50,000 vasectomy operations shoreline cleanup projects.
U.S. Steel at 31 and Jones & viction that all nations will gOin
and the USW were continuing,
foods or beverages in dinwithin one month. A vasectomy This year's summer aides
Laughlin at 14% each tacked on from a reduction of tensions *id
but not with enthusiasm. Phelps
a better relationship between,the
is the cutting of the vas include 39 at Chattanooga, 28 at
nerware, even overnight, since
14. Bethlehem rose ½ to 22%.
Dodge recessed talks with the
United States and the People's
deferens in men, which produ- Muscle Shoals, 27 at Knoxville, 10
prolonged
Republic
and
contact
remained
Armco
tends
to
USW in Washington Tuesday
ces permanent sterility.
at Dayton. Tenn., 9 each at
draw out a decal's metallic
unchanged at 24 and 17%, Republic of China."
subject to call. American
Cherokee Dam and MaynardSmelting and Refining Co. also If you have ever called in a turn them or push firmly to test. content. But the agency said respectively.
Softening the Bump
ANGELES—Charles
vile, Tenn., 8 each at Gunonly one injury had been
General Motors gained ab to LOS
Foamed plastic parts used for tersville Lake, Hiwassee Dam, continued talks.
service man to fix an appliance Are dust, lint, or dirt filters
to 26%, and Manson asked if he wanted jp
The Pacific longshoremen's and then discovered it worked cleaned? Also check coils and reported a n d emphasized: 787s, Chrysler
automobile dashboards, armchange his plea to guilty in ris
Ford as to 64a4.
"Under normal conditions of
rests and visors are formed in Lexington, Tenn., and Norris, strike against 25 West Coast perfectly
upon his arrival, other working parts for any dirt
Fractional gainers in the current murder trial:
molds made of electroformed Tenn., 4 each at Browns Ferry ports moved into its 16th day
use, such dinnerware presents
nickel. The process enables pre- Nuclear Plant and Cumberland with no talks scheduled. The you're certainly not by yourself. build-up.
chemicals included Du Pont as "I wish to start all over."'
no health hazard."
This, according to a recent If water is needed for apcise reproduction of the surface Steam Plant,3 at Pickwick Lake,
to 141, Monsanto t. to 45%,
An
FDA
spokesman
said
strike
has cost the Port of San report
by
an
appliance pliance, is it flowing properly?
texture specified by designers, 2 each at Bull Run Steam Plant
M.
Dow as to 98%, and Eastman WASHINGTON—Jeanne
there was nu way for the
even after hundreds of thou- and Land Between the Lakes,and Francisco $10,000 a day.
manufacturer, happens to almost Check doors and latches to be
Holm, the first Air Force women
Kodak
% to 7779.
consumer to tell whether his
The 17.000-member United half the people who call for
sands of parts have been made. one at Gallatin Steam Plant.
general, on how she re-enlistetkin
a sure they are closed tightly.
Telegraph
and
dinnerware may leach lead
Wes- repairman, especially during
In the oils, Jersey Standard 1948 after serving during Wqrld
the If none of these suggestions
or t.admium. With the exceptern Union were continuing first year the appliance has been
gained 44QT07/8—%,Phillips L4 to War II:
take care of the trouble and if tion of hand-painted
products, 337s, Texaco as to 35%,
government sponsored talks in in operation.
Atlantic "I was between semesters,‘d
you've checked all possibilities in most dinnerware decorations
Washington. But 5,000 members This appliance
Richfield % to 69%, Standard of nothing to do anyway and invi
manufacturer the manual, then call in an are decal, he said. Examples
of the United Auto Workers goes on to state that,
California % to 571
/
2 and flat broke. So I went."
by reading authorized service technician for range from a flower or fruit
continued their strike against J. the manual furnished
picture to a gold strip around
Occidental
to 18%.
with the the job.
I. Case term equipment manu- machine, 40 percent
the rim. Some decals are safe
Trans World Airlines ant$
of the first- Your local county Extension and'
others are not, the
facturing plants in four MidEastern each gained /
1
2 to 27/
1
2
year calls could have been office is a good source of in- spokesman said.
west cities with no talks
and 191
/
2, respectively. UAL
avoided. And this is true. The formation on appliance care,
scheduled.
tacked on 1-4 to 37, Pan
TIME and
experience has been that most Mrs. Parker concludes.
The labor situation was
American at to 13%. American
appliances—with proper use and
TEMPERATURE
further complicated by talks care, of
was unchanged at 29%.
course—are made to give
The Almanac
DAY OR NICstii
involving 350,000 steel workers trouble-free
Motorola and Zenith lost ta
operation for years By United Press International
and 650,000 postal employes in after
each
to
761
/
2
and 46% respecinstallation, but they may Today is Friday, July 16, the Federal State Market
Washington. In addition, meet- need
tively, in
the electronics.
Service July 16, 1971
simple adjustments from 197th day of 1971.
ings Thursday between McDonKentucky Purchase Area Hog Westinghouse edged up L4 to
time to time—adjustments the
The moon is between its last
nell-Douglas Corp. and two
Marjet Report includes 10 buying 92%, RCA % to 35, Burroughs
owner can make himself if he has
quarter and new phase
unions marked the opening of read and
/
1
2 to 117% and Magnavox /
1
2 to
stations
studied the manual.
The morning stars are Venus
major aerospace industry talks This
'53%.
Honeywell was unchanged
of
Receipts:
Act.
1244
Est. 1900
manual is really an im- Mars and Saturn.
in the United States and
/
2.
portant document. It should be The evening stars are Mercu- Barrows and Gilts Steady Sows at 951
Canada.
Steady.
studied and kept handy for
ry and Jupiter.
reference should something go
Those born on this day are
US 1-3 200-230 lbs., 19.75-20.50
wrong, according to
Mrs. under the sign of Cancer.
US 2-4 190-2441 lbs., 19.50-19.75
Florence Parker, UK Extension
Mary Baker Eddy, founder of
O'BOYLE WOULD RETIRE
US 3-4
home management specialist. To
the Christian Science Church, US 8-4 240-260 lbs.,
19.00-19.50
WASHINGTON (UPI(—Car- save time and money,the manual
1821.
16,
July
born
dinal Patrick O'Boyle, spiritual should be consulted before was
US 3-4 260-280 lbs, 18.50-19.00
this day in history:
On
leader of 400,000 Roman Catho- calling in the technician.
Congress set up the Sows
lics in the Washington Archdio- If something goes wrong with In 1790
Columbia as the
of
District
cese for the past 24 years, has the waster, dryer, air conUS 1-2 270-350 lbs., 15.00-16.00
permanent seat of the U.S.
1969 Cadillac Sedan Deville, one owner, local
told Pope Paul he is willing to ditioner, refrigerator, or
US 1-3 300-550 lbs., 14.00-15.00
government.
car, with 16,000 miles, fully equipped, clean
retire when he reaches 75 something else in the home, Mrs.
US
2-3
450-650
lbs.,
13.00-14.00
1862, by an act of
Sunday.
few down tal12.00.
Parker suggests that you check In
as new.
beFarragut
David
Congress,
A spokesman said the Vati- the following:
American astronauts aboard headed for
first
the
came
can had not responded to the
Is the electric cord plugged in
the moon.
1969 Pontiac Catalina, 4 door sedan, double
admiral.
offer, which was submitted last correctly?
experimental
first
the
In 1945
power and air, one owner, local car, 26,000
month. O'Boyle desegregated Is the pilot light if any on?
bomb was A thought for today: Chrisschools and churches in his Has a fuse blown or circuit test of the atomic Mexico.
actual
miles, "Slick as a hounds tooth"
tian
Science
founder
Mary
conducted in New
first year as archbishop, but in breaker moved?
Baker Eddy said, "Divine love
off
blasted
11
Apollo
1969
16-YEAR-OLD DRUG ADDICT—Her identity_hidden
later years drew criticism from
Are controls set properly? Re- In
always has met and always will
be1969 V.W. Squareback, 21,000 actual miles,
from Cape Kennedy with three
hind a hood, a 145-year-old drug addict relates her
some liberal priests for his
exmeet every human need."
"Slick as a hounds tooth"
perience with heroin, at _a- news conference in Boston
firm stand against birth conShe faces prosecution both as a user and a seller.
trol.

TVA Hires
170 Youths

Some Dinnerware
Poisonous, FDA Says

Today's Stock
Market

Studying The Owners Manual
Can Save Some Service Calls

Purchase Area
Hog Market

1AL

753-u6363

11 1.1111.1.S HANK

1967 Cadillac Sedan Deville, full power and air,
one owner, local car, "Clean as a whip".
1967 Oldsmobile 98, Luxury Sedan, full power
and factory air, local car, "Slick as a Mole"!
1966 Chevrolet Caprice, 4 door hard top, Sharp.

1965 Oldsmobile Delta 88, 4 door sedan, local car,
Sharp'
1963 Chevy II, 2 door hard top, Would
$250

you believe
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United Pre

Seen&
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When you are
airliner, you hay,
opinion concert
and what should
skyjacker. We
anybody fooling
up there in the c
him to concentra
nothing to distra

Dr. Harry U. Si
yesterday wit
daughters. He an
leaving for Pan&
two year stint ol

Harry looks in g(
appears his work
him.

R's against the
Hawks, Buzzard:
In fact you can
stuffed or moult
Permit.

We've had this RI

same months net
in a plastic bag it
It mounted. We

Black and we ask
Paul runs a taxi
Murray Route Si

Tells us we have
so we call Jerry
directs us to A
Director of G
Department of I
Resources. The
was poisoned las
when that city
thousands of
parently the Hat
feed on the Gral
somebody tried
smaller birds, tht
the poison too
It0110614

Anyway,we got o
and put it in th
we've got to wai
our inquery to
before we can ge
The Red Tail is t
living mostly on
kind of another t
gets himself a ct
Coming back thi
the other evening
motel and the fo
baby bird they
driveway. They t
baby hawk of son
baby Nighthawk,
who flies around
a wierd cry. Told
bird next door in
its mother would

Baby birds alw;
pathy, but then
human being can
Best thing to etc
where you find th,
are usually nea
continue to feed
extremely vulnel
days, but once th
stage they can n
own.

Most of them e
and only the mo
what to poke int
The track cos
university was d
lack of talent ei
candidates who b
first spring prac
interested, but
one gaunt recruit
he could jump ;
coach let him to t
and set the bar
"All right, kii,'
see you do it."
The recruit a
the pole'"

1962 Pontiac Bonneville, Convertible, $250
1963 Pontiac. 4 door sedan, $350

The We
===

1964 Pontiac Catalina Coupe, "Red as a Fox"
waiette Richardson of Aurora, Kentucky, a sophomore majorette

11r. William Hornbuckle (left) is now associated with the Cosmopolitan
Morltiar of Paducah as an pprentice Funeral Director. The Mortuary has air'efficient staff and modern facilities to serve citizens in Mayfield. Murray, and
Paducah. It is o%ned and operated by Rev. W. G. Harvey and Charles H. Diggs.
Please call 7511685 in NItirras • or 442-5749 in Paducah.

1969 Ford. good tires and runs good $125

a South Marshall High School, is shown doing a straddle split

during the recent "Heart of Made" batontwirling and drutn major
esin p on the campus of Murray State University. The camp directed by Shirley Ross, a former featured twirler with the Ole
Miss Rebel Band and a nationally known judge and teacher of
twirlers, is one of nine in six states this summer. Miss Richardson is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Richardson. She plays
the cluinet in smHS band directed by BID Nettleton.

Sanders-Purdom
MAIN STREET

Mostly fair a
today and torn:
isolated afternoo
thundershowers
Considerable do
with widely in
derstorms more
half. Little ch
peratures throug
today and Sunds
It. Lows tonigh

